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ABSTRACT
Reversing the Gaze: Using Indigenous and Western Worldviews to Compare
Coverage of Climate Change and Indigenous Peoples
in the News Media
by
Gina McCrackin
Utah State University, 2022
Major Professor: Dr. Jennifer Givens
Department: Sociology
The news media acts as an important conduit for shaping societal views of the sociopolitics of climate change. While climate change will indeed affect everyone, it will not
affect everyone equally. Indigenous peoples are among the populations whose well-being
is threatened the most by climate change. International scholarship finds it is not
uncommon for Indigenous cultures, communities, and perspectives to be
underrepresented and misrepresented in Western climate change media. Research also
indicates that fair Indigenous representation occurs when Indigenous peoples are the
authors of news articles themselves. We evaluated the differences in discussions of
climate change and environmental issues in news articles from two Indigenous news
publications, Indian Country Today and Navajo Times, and two Western news
publications, The New York Times and The Salt Lake Tribune. We performed a
comparative content analysis of media coverage of climate change, environmental issues,
and Indigenous peoples during 2020 and 2021 using novel Indigenous and Western
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worldviews deductive coding frameworks informed by Tribal Critical Race Theory and
other literature and theory in these respective areas. Our findings indicate that Indigenous
outlets employed our Tribal Critical Race Theory frames more often than Western news
outlets did. Additionally, Indigenous and Western news outlets engage their respective
cultural environmental worldviews often and holistically throughout articles. Indigenous
news outlets commonly engage Western environmental worldviews, but primarily in the
context of problematizing Western environmental practices, and by necessity of Western
worldviews’ hegemony in the United States. Conversely, Western publications engage
Indigenous environmental worldviews, when they do, to highlight the urgency of
environmental problems and elucidate the Indigenous perspective of a problem, but
negligibly in the context of positioning solutions to environmental problems. This content
analysis contributes to a better understanding of Indigenous and Western worldviews and
the media, settler colonialism, and climate change from Indigenous and Western
perspectives. Utilizing theory-informed Indigenous worldviews media frames challenges
the recurrent Western gaze on Indigenous peoples within academia. Overall, this research
responds to a critical call for sociologists to engage more deeply with settler colonialism,
Indigenous issues, and intersectional environmental justice.
(106 Pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Reversing the Gaze: Using Indigenous and Western Worldviews to Compare
Coverage of Climate Change and Indigenous Peoples
in the News Media
Gina McCrackin
The news media acts as an important conduit for shaping societal views of the sociopolitics of climate change. While climate change will indeed affect everyone, it will not
affect everyone equally. Indigenous peoples are among the populations whose well-being
is threatened the most by climate change. International scholarship finds it is not
uncommon for Indigenous cultures, communities, and perspectives to be
underrepresented and misrepresented in Western climate change media. Research also
indicates that fair Indigenous representation occurs when Indigenous peoples are the
authors of news articles themselves. We evaluated the differences in discussions of
climate change and environmental issues in news articles from two Indigenous news
publications, Indian Country Today and Navajo Times, and two Western news
publications, The New York Times and The Salt Lake Tribune. We performed a
comparative media analysis of news coverage of climate change, environmental issues,
and Indigenous peoples during 2020 and 2021 using novel Indigenous and Western
worldviews coding frameworks informed by Tribal Critical Race Theory and other
literature and theory in these respective areas. Our findings indicate that Indigenous news
outlets employed our Tribal Critical Race Theory media frames more often than Western
news outlets did. Additionally, Indigenous and Western news outlets engage their
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respective cultural environmental worldviews often and holistically throughout articles.
Indigenous news outlets commonly engage Western environmental worldviews, but
primarily in the context of problematizing Western environmental practices, and by
necessity of Western worldviews’ dominance in the United States. Conversely, Western
publications engage Indigenous environmental worldviews, when they do, to highlight
the urgency of environmental problems and elucidate the Indigenous perspective of a
problem, but negligibly in the context of positioning solutions to environmental
problems. This content analysis contributes to a better understanding of Indigenous and
Western worldviews and the media, settler colonialism, and climate change from
Indigenous and Western perspectives. Utilizing theory-informed Indigenous worldviews
media frames challenges the recurrent Western gaze on Indigenous peoples within
academia. Overall, this research responds to a critical call for sociologists to engage more
deeply with settler colonialism, Indigenous issues, and intersectional environmental
justice.
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Introduction
The news media has substantial power that comes from its embeddedness in society, its
platform as a dominant site for modern political debate and commentary, and its
prevalence in the lives of millions across the globe (Alvares & Dahlgren, 2016; Newton,
2006). The media explain what can sometimes be alienating, jargon-laden information,
such as climate science, and media portrayals continue to influence individual,
community, and national perceptions of climate science and policy decision making
(Boykoff & Yulsman, 2013). This influence particularly occurs through framing.
Media frames are central organizing ideas that help make sense of relevant events
and suggest what is at issue (Gamson, 1989). Framing is the first step in influencing the
public, wherein journalistic framers cull a few elements of perceived reality together and
assemble a narrative that highlights these elements’ connections and the audience’s
interpretation of them (Entman, 2007). Put simply, media framing influences the public’s
perception of important information delivered via the news media, which is why it has
long stood as a salient avenue for analyzing climate change discourse.
There is an extensive amount of literature on the framing of climate change media
reporting at the national and international scale (Lück, Wessler, Wozniak, & Lycarião,
2018; Schmidt, Ivanova, & Schäfer, 2013; Song, Huang, Schuldt, & Yuan, 2021;
Spradlin, 2020). However, intersectional literature exploring media coverage of climate
change and Indigenous communities is underdeveloped, and even more so is literature in
this realm that incorporates Indigenous news media and worldviews.
This is consequential, as settler colonialism and capitalist economics, which are
inextricably linked, have worked to manufacture catastrophic climate change (Jackson,
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2020). Climate change and its associated environmental impacts will indeed affect
everyone, but they will not affect everyone equally. Indigenous peoples are among the
populations whose well-being is threatened the most when it comes to climate change
(Whyte, 2018). Dina Gilio-Whitaker (2019) fervently reminds us that “colonization was
not just a process of invasion and eventual domination of Indigenous populations by
European settlers,” but also the “structure it created in actuality began as environmental
injustice… setter colonialism itself is for Indigenous peoples a structure of environmental
injustice” (p. 12).
Settler colonialism is not merely an event of the past, but a structure with distinct
continuity today (Wolfe, 2006). Indigenous erasure and invisibility are intentional,
established through acts of ‘omission bias’ in cultural representations and the media
(Fryberg & Eason, 2017). Western news media representations of Indigenous peoples are
often delivered via a colonial gaze, narrating violent/criminal, primitive/emotional, and
noble/ignoble savage tropes (Nairn, McCreanor, & Barnes, 2017). Western media often
exacerbate misrepresentations and misinterpretations of Indigenous environmental issues
(Roosvall & Tegelberg, 2012). Contrarily, Indigenous media has been found to represent
Indigenous peoples most preferably, and environmental issues more holistically, often
including discussions about the impacts of settler colonialism (Grote & Johnson, 2021).
Past literature within the nexus of climate change, Indigenous peoples, and the
media has been predominantly approached examining only Western news media (Belfer,
Ford, & Maillet 2017; Moore & Lanthorn 2017; Plummer, 2018), and Western
researchers that have examined Indigenous news media have lacked a conspicuous effort
to apply an Indigenous lens, reinforcing the colonial gaze (Amad, 2013). Therefore, this
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research attempts to fill these gaps. I examine how discussions on climate change,
environmental issues, and Indigenous peoples in the news media differ between
Indigenous and Western news publications. I address the dominant colonial gaze by
conducting a content analysis using both Indigenous and Western worldviews coding
frameworks that draw on Tribal Critical Race Theory (TribalCrit) and other literature and
theory in these respective areas. Applying empirically developed deductive Indigenous
media frames allows me to ‘re/turn the gaze’ (Rice, Dion, Fowlie, & Mündel, 2020) and
examine how Indigenous and Western cultures discuss and understand climate change
issues differently, incorporating the underlying context of colonial power imbalances. I
examine 60 total articles from Indian Country Today, Navajo Times, The New York
Times, and The Salt Lake Tribune. This proposal responds to Norgaard’s (2019) call for
sociologists to engage with settler colonialism and Native American issues within their
work and Malin and Ryder's (2018) call for sociologists to develop deeply intersectional
environmental justice work. This research is situated at the intersection of settler
colonialism, environmental justice, climate change, the media, and community impacts.
This proposal proceeds as follows. First, I introduce the reader to settler
colonialism. Then, I go over framing research generally, followed by a section on the
core tenants of Indigenous and Western worldviews, and climate change framing trends.
Following this, I demonstrate how settler colonialism pervades climate change media.
Lastly, I present the methodology, findings and analysis, and conclusion. While
acknowledging the diversity within Indigenous communities, throughout this paper, I use
the term “Indigenous” to encompass all Indigenous peoples, or Indigenous peoples
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broadly. I use the terms “Native American” or “Indigenous North Americans”
interchangeably to describe Indigenous peoples living within the United States.

Literature Review
A Primer to Settler Colonialism
Indigenous peoples throughout the world have defining cultural traits, such as their
unique languages, knowledge systems, and beliefs, their strong links to territories and
surrounding natural resources, and their resolve to maintain and reproduce their ancestral
environments and systems as distinctive peoples and communities (United Nations
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Peoples, n.d.). Alfred and Corntassel (2005) note that
Indigenous peoples across the world share the somber fact that their existence, in large
part, is determined by acts of survival against colonizing states’ efforts to eradicate them
culturally, politically, and physically.
The primary motive of settler colonialism, with emphasis on ‘settler’, is to claim
land, resources, cultural practices, and goods in a desired location (Patel, 2015). In order
to do this, Indigenous people’s role in settler colonialism is to disappear, to get out of the
way, to be eliminated (Patrick Wolfe, as quoted in Kauanui, 2018). At its core, “settler
colonialism destroys to replace” (Wolfe 2006, p. 388). In the United States, this is
exemplified by the subjugation of Native Americans, the forced removal from their
homelands onto reservations, and assimilative efforts such as boarding schools (Duran,
Duran, Brave Heart, & Yellow Horse-Davis, 1998; Tuck & Yang, 2012).
The combination of harmful assimilation efforts, displacement from ancestral
lands, outright rejection of treaty rights, erasure in the dominant society, and a
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nonconsensual dependency on the U.S. settler state reinforces settler colonialism’s
violent grip on Native American communities’ ability to thrive. Native Americans have
endured violence, genocide, loss of sustenance, loss of homelands, loss of kin, boarding
schools, and loss of identity at the hands of settler colonialism. This gives them a unique
position in our country.
Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang (2012) state that the violence of settler colonialism
“is not temporally contained in the arrival of the settler but is reasserted each day of
occupation” (p. 5). Today, the structures of settler colonialism still exist and have
material impacts, yet they take a different form. Rather than violently and explicitly
eradicating the physical bodies of Indigenous peoples through historic genocidal practices
(Norgaard, 2019), there exists an erasure of the histories and geographies that provide the
foundation for Indigenous cultural identities and sense of self (Alfred and Corntassel,
2005). This erasure can be seen in the lack of public education on Native Americans
within the U.S. (Sabzalian, Shear, & Snyder, 2021), gate-keeping blood quantum
regulations (Small-Rodriguez, 2020), and in news media coverage and narratives
(Plummer, 2018), which will be elaborated on in detail in forthcoming sections.
Framing
Widely used definitions and understandings of media framing have evolved over time.
Early concepts of media framing in the social sciences can be traced back to Gregory
Bateson’s (1955) essay titled “A Theory of Play and Fantasy.” Bateson’s essay argued
that statements don’t have intrinsic meaning, rather that meaning is acquired in a frame
constituted by context and style (Bateson, 1955; Vliegenthart & Zoonen, 2011).
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In succession of this came Erving Goffman’s (1974) Frame Analysis: An Essay
on the Organization of Experience. Goffman’s (1974) book dove deeper into framing and
explained that “we perceive events in terms of primary frameworks, and the type of
framework we employ provides a way of describing the event to which it is applied” (p.
24). Goffman (1974) conceived frame analysis as a tool to deconstruct the cognitive
processes that people activate when they are not able to handle all the situational realities
they face at a given time, such as problematic information in the news media (Hawk &
Dabney, 2014).
Following these two canonical pieces on media framing, communication studies
as a discipline was still receiving criticism for the lack of consensus, organization, and
“deficient core knowledge” around framing theory (Entman, 1993, p. 51). Entman
(1993), in the attempt to address these claims, explained that “framing is to select some
aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in a
way to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation,
and/or treatment recommendation for what’s being described” (p. 52). Frames, then,
define problems, diagnose causes, make moral judgments, and suggest remedies
(Entman, 1993). Entman’s (1993) definition of framing has been widely used in
contemporary content analysis studies.
While frames serve as central organizing ideas that influence how issues in the
media are understood by audiences (Gamson, 1989; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007), it
should also be observed that the journalist, or framer, does not hold complete power over
how information is received by the reader. Empirical studies have shown that while the
media signals to the public what is important, individuals tend to evaluate credibility
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based on their worldview and vet knowledge in accordance with values, beliefs, cultural
norms, and personal experiences (Ader, 1995; Lachapelle, Montpetit, & Gauvine, 2014;
Marin & Berkes, 2013).
Who is Doing the Framing and Why Does it Matter?
Framing in news media shapes how people identify what matters, who might be
responsible, and what should be done (O’Neill, Hulme, Turnpenny, & Screen, 2010). The
essence of framing, then, is intimately tied to the worldview, beliefs, and values of who is
writing the article, who is given a voice in the article, and who is making understanding
of the article. This warrants a discussion of the core tenants of both Indigenous and
Western cultural worldviews, where they stem from, and most importantly, how they
relate to the environment.
Worldviews can be described as cognitive and perceptual maps developed
through socialization during a person’s lifetime that are continuously used to make sense
of an individual’s social environment (Hart, 2010). They are oftentimes inescapable
frameworks of meaning and meaning-making that inform our understanding and
portrayal of reality (Hedlund-de Witt, 2012). We can also think of worldviews simply as
the way in which a person makes sense of the world, including their thoughts about
survival, values, meaning and purpose of life, death and afterlife, and their
epistemologies and ontologies (Lupisella, 2019).
Indigenous Worldviews
Indigenous peoples living within the United States borders today are a diverse population
with over 550 federally recognized Tribal governments (U.S. Department of the Interior
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Indian Affairs, n.d.). Other Native American groups exist within the U.S. that have not
received federal recognition, or that have had their recognition taken from them, due to
an intentionally flawed federal recognition process (Brown-Perez, 2018). Regardless of
recognition status, Indigenous cultures within the Americas each have their own unique
culture and worldview (Gould, Pai, Muraca, & Chan, 2019; Hatfield, Marino, Whyte,
Dello & Mote, 2018).
At the focal point of most Indigenous worldviews are the ideas of holism,
interconnectedness, and relatedness (Absolon, 2010; Grandbois & Sanders, 2012). Cajete
(1994) states that “Mitakuye Oyasin (we are all related) is a Lakota phrase” that “reflects
the understanding that our lives are truly and profoundly connected to other people and
the physical world” (p. 25). There exists a culture of interdependence within Indigenous
worldviews that locates the individual within the world, and as a part of the world, with
the understanding that all things are interrelated (Cajete, 2000; Lovern, 2008).
Situated within these ideas of interconnection is Indigenous people’s recognition
that all beings are essential to survival and therefore they do not view humans as superior
to other beings (Grandbois & Sanders, 2012). Indigenous scholars often refer to nonhuman beings as their kin (Kimmerer, 2013; Salmon, 2000), and discuss how it is a
responsibility to engage reciprocally with the Earth by giving back and playing an active
role in the well-being of the land, for instance (Gonzales, 2020; R. Kimmerer, 2011).
Gould et al. (2019) synthesized common threads of Indigenous worldviews and
described that, generally, Indigenous peoples value ideas of dynamic balance within the
world; sentience, consciousness, and kinship as extending beyond the human world;
community-ism; and reciprocity, gratitude, and giving and receiving gifts. Leanne
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Simpson (as cited in Hart, 2010) outlined seven principles of Indigenous worldviews, the
first of which being that knowledge is holistic, cyclic, and dependent upon relationships
and connections to living and non-living beings; truths are dependent upon individual
experiences; everything is alive; all things are equal; the land is sacred; the relationship
between people and the spiritual world is important; and human beings are least
important in the world. Melanie Cheung (2008), Māori scholar, explains that “when a
Māori worldview is named as a holistic worldview, it is not dissimilar to other
Indigenous worldviews” and goes on to explain that “respect, reciprocity, and
responsibility with nature and spirituality is a common thread” of all Indigenous
worldviews (p. 2).
In relation to the environment, it has been said that “IK [Indigenous knowledge] is
by nature also environmental knowledge” (McGregor, 2004, p. 389). A worldview so
intimately tied to the environment is developed out of survival in and connection to a
given place for countless generations (McGregor, 2004).
Indigenous worldviews and their relationship with the environment can be even
further demonstrated by this quote about wealth from Antoinnette Helmer (as quoted in
Kuokkanen, 2011):
Profit to Natives means a good life derived from the land
and sea, that’s what we are all about, that’s what this land
claims was all about… The land we hold in trust is our
wealth. It is the only wealth we could possibly pass on to
our children. Good old Mother Earth with all her bounty
and rich culture we have adopted from her treasures is our
wealth. Without our homelands, we become true paupers
(p. 215).
Furthermore, the debilitating influence of colonization impacts the daily lives of all
Native Americans and can therefore be considered a part of their worldview and lived
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experience (Brayboy, 2005). Although colonization may not be a worldview per se, it is a
socialized experience that all Native Americans endure (Brayboy, 2005; Wolfe, 2006).
Western Worldviews
Western worldviews, unlike Indigenous worldviews, can be considered monolithic.
Although there does exist cultural and regional variation within Western worldviews,
structures of European colonization and domination have asserted Western worldviews’
hegemony and dominance in much of the world’s societies (Akena, 2012). Akena (2012)
elaborates that “European colonizers have defined legitimate knowledge as Western
knowledge, essentially European colonizers’ ways of knowing, often taken as objective
and universal knowledge” and that “Western knowledge imposed a monolithic worldview
that gave power and control in the hands of Europeans” (p. 600). Western worldviews are
monolithic in that in much of the world they are considered the primary worldview.
Juxtaposing Western and Indigenous worldviews, Rahm (2014) characterizes
Western worldviews as linear, mechanistic, analytic, scientifically derived, and time
oriented, and Indigenous worldviews as circular, fluid, relational, transmitted, and nature
based. Note (2006) explains that relationships between categorized entities such as
humans, animals, and trees, for instance, are not regarded as an essential part of their
identity. In this way, tenets of Western worldview relate in that autonomy is an inherent
characteristic of entities and a primary ordering category through which Western people
comprehend reality (Note, 2006).
Knudtson and Suzuki (as cited in Barnhardt and Kawagley, 1998) elaborate on the
tenets of Western worldview and delineate that, generally, spirituality is intermittent and
set apart from daily life, humans exercise dominion over nature for personal and
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economic gain, human thoughts and feelings are formed apart from the surrounding
world, the human role is to dissect, analyze, and manipulate nature for their own end, and
humans hold a sense of separateness and superiority over other forms of life, so on and so
forth.
The above principles of Western worldview are developed and reinforced by
Western science and education’s emphasis on compartmentalized knowledge which is
often taught in decontextualized settings, such as classrooms or laboratories, as opposed
to real-world settings (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 1999). This compartmentalized way of
understanding the world, which in turn fosters feelings of separateness, can be seen in
Western people’s relationship to the environment. In Western societies, many people
believe in the dichotomy of civilization and wilderness. The idea of wilderness “conjures
up meanings and images referring to wild, remote, and untrammeled natural areas, which
need protection from human presence and utilization” (Saarinen, 2016, p.1). It has been
called the last place that’s gone ‘untouched’ by “that all too human disease” (Cronon,
1996, p.7). Western feelings of human-environmental separation fortify a disconnection
from the environment and strengthen feelings of superiority or ‘otherness’ from it.
Furthermore, Seawright (2014) postulates that, “[Western] Relations to place are
cultivated through particular conceptions of nature, private property, and personhood,
which remain at the epistemic foundation of Western society” (p. 554). These
conceptions are conceived through commodification of the environment, the ownership
of lands, and the autonomous ‘personhood’ that cultivates feelings of separateness from
the natural world.
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In summary, the underpinnings of Indigenous and Western worldviews differ
from one another in many ways. Cultural practices, epistemologies and ontologies, and
understandings of life and death influence varying conceptions of time, spirituality beliefs
and practices, and ways of making sense of and interacting with the world, all of which
inform understandings of and relationships to the environment. Holding awareness of
these differences helps us to analyze how climate change and Indigenous environmental
issues are framed in the news media while remaining cognizant of who is doing the
framing.
Framing of Climate Change
Before commencing a synthesis of trends in climate change framing, it’s important to
note that regardless of how climate change is framed, climate change news media
discourse is globally on the rise (Broadbent et al., 2016; Stoddart, Haluza-DeLay, &
Tindall, 2016). A rising discourse on catastrophic climate change may sound positive, but
that can be highly dependent on how climate change is being discussed.
The framing of climate change has shifted considerably in a relatively short
period of time. Schlichting (2013) performed a meta-analysis and found that the
dominant framing of industry actors’ climate change communication in the early and
mid-1990’s was scientific uncertainty. In the late 1990’s and early 2000’s, the dominant
frame, according to Schlichting (2013), became socioeconomic consequences of
managing climate change. As of 2010, Schlichting’s (2013) analysis found that the
dominant frame in industry actors’ climate change communications was industrial
leadership, which is characterized by acknowledgements that anthropogenic climate
change is a risk to society. With demonstration that climate change is now being framed
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as a legitimate risk to society, I will not focus on the framing of climate change as it
relates to societies’ belief in it.
There exists a breadth of literature available on the various framings of climate
change situated in diverse contexts. Many studies have found that news media discourse
on climate change has been framed primarily scientifically (Good, 2008; MolekKozakowska, 2018; O’Neill et al., 2010). Discussing climate change using scientific
jargon may be a way for journalists to curtail climate change denial (Good, 2008), but the
downside of using overly scientific language is that it detracts attention away from
climate change being understood as a social-environmental issue (O’Neill et al., 2010).
This obscures responsibility for the climate crisis and “implies that personal action need
not necessarily be taken, as science and technologies can or should take care of global
warming” (Molek-Kozakowska, 2018, p.79).
Another broad finding in the literature is that climate change news media tends to
focus on techno-engineering adaptions (Ford & King, 2015; Good, 2008; Stephens, Rand,
& Melnick, 2009). Ford and King (2015) found that between 1993 and 2013, most
climate change news articles focused on technology-based adaptations versus mitigation
or resiliency in the face of catastrophe. This may similarly obscure responsibility for and
action on climate change. In another demonstration of technological adaptation versus
mitigation framing, Good (2008) found that there exists an international hesitancy to
frame climate change with oil reductions solutions, instead deferring more to adaptations
for inevitable increasing emissions. They also found that no newspaper analyzed in their
study framed climate change with solution frames more than two percent of the time
(Good, 2008). This kind of framing may lead readers to believe that the same technology-
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focused neoliberal capitalism that produces climate change can similarly orient us out of
it. In the field of environmental sociology, this sentiment is called ecological
modernization theory, and its supporters suggest economic growth and technological
advancement might actually benefit the environment (Givens, Clark, & Jorgenson, 2016).
A possible explanation for the lack of solution frames is that solutions to climate
change, such as mitigation, adaptation, and resiliency, commonly require a discussion
about economic commitments, as well. Economic frames around science policy debates,
such as climate change, usually define science-related issues as either economic
investments, by their market benefits or risks, or their local, national, or global
competitiveness (Nisbet, 2009). Historically, political parties in the U.S. have adopted
economic frames to highlight the potentially detrimental economic costs of climate action
(Stecula & Merkley, 2019). Climate change has been framed as a waiting list, wherein it
is a problem, but not a priority to solve (Pan, Opgenhaffen, & Van Gorp, 2019) when
compared to issues such as economic security and development. Contrarily, other
research finds this is not always the case. Some studies have found that climate change is
being framed as an economically responsible decision. Shanahan (2007) found that
reports discussed climate change as a significant cost to the economy if action is not
taken soon, and Stecula and Merkley (2019) found that many frames known to reduce
people’s propensity to support climate action, such as highlighting economic
consequences of climate mitigation policy, have been on the sharp decline.
Human impact inequality framing represents a final trend worthy of discussion in
the literature. Stoddart, Haluza-DeLay, & and Tindall (2016) found that issue categories
linking climate change concerns with social impacts were minimal, with even less
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attention devoted to climate justice and social inequality as a lens for understanding
climate change. Similarly, Dreher & Voyer (2015) note that “climate change is therefore
largely seen in the USA, UK, and Australian media as an environmental or political
issue” and that “relatively little coverage is given to the human aspects of climate
change” (p. 61). The implications of viewing climate change without a social inequality
lens can be grand. Climate change is a complex issue that will ultimately impact
everyone, but it won’t impact everyone equally. Indigenous communities are among the
populations that will and are already bearing the brunt of climate change in terms of its
ecological, economic, and health (Harlan, Pellow, Roberts, Holt, & Nagel, 2015). Due to
the past and present impacts of colonialism, tribes often lack equitable access to resources
needed to sustain healthy livelihoods and adapt to and mitigate climate change (NortonSmith et al., 2016). In the Pacific Northwest, tribes are experiencing profound climatic
changes that are impacting their local environment, culture, ceremony, and socio-politics,
rendering their traditional knowledges as inconsistently reliable due to climate-driven
uncertainty (Hatfield et al., 2018).
These inequalities have not been reflected to the extent that they could be in the
news media. When it comes to present-day settler colonialism, Norgaard (2019)
demonstrates how Native disappearance is discursive, “enacted through what is and is not
represented in popular culture, film, news media, and academic theory” (p. 6). The
following section will highlight how settler colonialism pervades into the framing of
climate change news media.
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Settler-Colonialism and Climate Change Media Framing
Material examples of setter colonialism and Indigenous erasure can be detected in the
media. It is not uncommon for Indigenous culture, communities, and perspectives to be
underrepresented and misrepresented in the mainstream media (Roosvall & Tegelberg,
2013, 2015). Scott (2016) found that the New York Times utilized politicians and outside
journalists to speak on Native communities’ behalf rather than community sources
themselves. Moore & Lanthorn (2017) found that omission, minimization, and mystical
Indian frames were some of the most commonly used frames in outside media reporting
on Native Americans during two environmental justice cases. Belfer et al. (2017) found
that only 25% of articles in their sample of climate change and Indigenous peoples news
articles contained references to colonialism, despite no explicit use of the term. Roosvall
& Tegelberg (2012, 2013, 2015) are two researchers whose work sits at the nexus of
Indigeneity, climate change, and the media at the international scale. In their work the
authors have documented how Indigenous peoples are often framed as climate victims
and simultaneously as heroes making urgent calls to action. Indigenous people are often
mentioned in the media in terms of their culture, rather than as actors with a contextbased political status in systems with specific power dynamics (Roosvall & Tegelberg,
2012). This is especially true in the U.S., where Indigenous peoples that are members of
federally recognized tribes have official status as citizens of these sovereign nations.
The news media is not the only institution that deserves a critical eye for its
engagement with settler-colonialist repertoires. It has been said that “the word research,
when spoken amongst indigenous communities often provokes feelings of unease and
discomfort” (Blodgett, Schinke, Smith, Peltier, & Pheasant, 2011, p. 522). Linda Tuhiwai
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Smith (1999), in her prominent book, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and
Indigenous Peoples, reminds us that “research is not an innocent or distant academic
exercise but an activity that has something at stake and that occurs in a set of political and
social conditions” (p. 5). I have covered previously in this paper that most content
analyses on climate change, Indigenous peoples, and the news media have primarily
reviewed Western news media publications, and this work has often been directed by
Western researchers. While there is utility in making empirical critiques at Western news
media, the sole focus on Western news media fortifies a colonial gaze on Indigenous
issues, without leaving space for analyzing the impact of Indigenous media perspectives.
Research that has ‘re/turned the gaze’ (Rice et al., 2020) finds that Indigenous media
provide an all-important historical context to environmental issues, bringing in
discussions of settler colonialism and land seizures (Grote & Johnson, 2021; Walker et
al., 2019). Indigenous media offer opportunities to challenge the negative stereotypes and
tropes available in Western media (Murphy, 2010).
If we remember that the framing of news media allows people to identify what
matters, who might be responsible, and what should be done (O’Neill et al., 2010), and
that the essence of framing is intimately tied to the worldview, beliefs, and values of who
is writing the article and who is making understanding of the article, then an important
and ethical way forward to analyze Indigenous climate change news media as a nonNative is to use Indigenous media frames. Dina Gilio-Whitaker (2019), Indigenous
environmental justice scholar, contends that environmental justice work that is responsive
to the needs of Native peoples needs to be Indigenized and tailored to account for the
very different histories, relationships to the land, and political relationships to the state
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that Indigenous peoples hold. De-centering the dominance of Western worldviews within
content analyses will aid to this responsiveness. The literature as it currently stands
contains very few, if any, studies that have developed and applied deductive Indigenous
media frames to perform a content analysis. This research is answerable to Smith’s
(1999) Indigenous project of reframing, wherein Indigenous people resist being boxed
and labeled according to categories which do not fit.
Couchi (as quoted in Walker et al., 2019), when speaking on issues related to
coverage of Indigenous peoples in Canada, wrote that part of the solution is to have more
Indigenous peoples “holding the pens, writing the stories, and contributing to how our
communities are represented in the press” (p. 9). Performing a content analysis wherein
half the articles are coming from Indigenous peoples “holding the pens,” the present
research seeks to analyze how news coverage of climate change and Indigenous peoples
differs when Indigenous publications are telling the stories.

Methodology
Overview
The present study specifically aims to compare the framing of climate change,
environmental issues, and Indigenous peoples in the news media between two Indigenous
and two Western newspapers. The newspapers under examination are Indian Country
Today, Navajo Times, The New York Times, and The Salt Lake Tribune. Indian Country
Today and Navajo Times serve to represent Indigenous reporting, and The New York
Times and The Salt Lake Tribune serve to represent Western reporting. Alongside
comparing Indigenous and Western reporting, we also undertake a national and regional
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comparison of our news outlets. Indian Country Today and The New York Times serve to
represent national reporting, and Navajo Times and The Salt Lake Tribune serve to
represent regional reporting (see Table 1).
To collect the articles, I searched using the terms climate change, environment,
and Native American published from January 1, 2020, to June 1, 2021. This timeframe
was chosen because it allows me to analyze the most recent news articles on these topics
and examine changes in discourse following the transfer of power from President Trump
to President Biden, as well as the onslaught of the COVID-19 pandemic. I flesh out how
these two events impacted my findings in the analysis. Additionally, due to a lack of
functionality for both Indian Country Today and Navajo Times’ search tools, I was
unable to search past articles in an efficient or reliable way. This limited me from
analyzing past articles surrounding social-ecological event, such as the reduction of Bears
Ears National Monument, for instance. I examine a total of 60 newspaper articles, with
30 representing Indigenous reporting, and 30 representing Western reporting, and 15
articles coming from each of the four news outlets (see Table 1).
To perform this qualitative content analysis, I have developed deductive
Indigenous and Western media frames coding protocols. The Indigenous media frames
coding protocol is partially based on Bryan Brayboy's (2005) TribalCrit, as well as other
empirically derived literature underscoring Indigenous environmental worldviews. The
Western media frames coding protocol was developed based on empirically derived
literature underscoring Western environmental worldviews. I review the literatures from
which I developed the coding protocols in detail below. Deductive framing is the process
of using theoretically derived, predefined frames that suit the topic under investigation
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(Matthes & Kohring, 2008). Worldviews can be described as “cognitive, perceptual, and
affective maps that people continuously use to make sense of the social landscape and to
find their ways to whatever goals they seek. They are developed throughout a person’s
lifetime through socialization and social interaction” (Hart, 2010, p. 2). The unique
experiences that various cultures and identities take part in create varying lenses through
which to see the world. I will apply these Indigenous and Western lenses using deductive
media frames to analyze the content within my study.

Table 1
Breakdown of Article Count, Organized by News Outlet Scale and Ideology
Scale

Indigenous

Western

Totals

National

15 Indian Country
Today articles

15 The New York
Times articles

30 national articles

Regional

15 Navajo Times
articles

15 The Salt Lake
Tribune articles

30 regional articles

30 Indigenous
articles

30 Western articles

60 total articles

Totals
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Indigenous Media Frames
The decision to develop a literature and theory-derived Indigenous media frames coding
protocol stems from my positionality as a non-Native researcher. As a non-Native person,
I cannot engage Two-Eyed Seeing (Mashall, n.d.) and intuitively code for Indigenous
worldviews, requiring me to develop a guide. With the creation of this protocol, I hope to
amplify the work of Indigenous scholars and create a method for future non-Native
researchers to continue pushing the boundaries in academia, creating more equitable,
decolonial, and intersectional content analyses research.
The intention of this coding framework is to identify broad Indigenous worldview
themes found within the examined news articles. TribalCrit synthesizes the
commonalities of the multiple and nuanced epistemologies and ontologies found in
Indigenous communities, while recognizing the variation that exists within and between
individuals and communities, making it an appealing theoretical framework to use for
this research. TribalCrit reminds us that “stories are not separate from theory; they make
up theory” (p. 439), and stories can be informative of structural barriers, so when using
stories as data, we must do our due diligence to “hear” them (p. 439). Hearers of stories
“ultimately understand the nuances in stories and recognize that the onus for hearing is
ultimately placed on the hearer” to attribute value to them and understand the authority
behind them (p. 440). Utilizing Indigenous worldview media frames in-part developed
from Brayboy’s (2005) TribalCrit tenets allows me as a non-Native researcher to “hear”
these news stories from an Indigenous perspective.
Looking to its roots, TribalCrit was conceived as an extension of Critical Race
Theory (CRT) (Ladson-Billings & Tate IV, 1995) that specifically addresses the concerns
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of Indigenous peoples. Brayboy (2005) explains that “While CRT serves as a framework
in and of itself, it does not address the specific needs of tribal peoples because it does not
address American Indians’ liminality as both legal/political and racialized beings or the
experience of colonization” (pp. 428-429). Although TribalCrit was originally intended
for use in educational settings, as is CRT, its utility can extend beyond educational fields.
For example, one study used TribalCrit in historical legal research to analyze segregated
schooling court cases involving Native Americans (Martinez-Cola, 2020). For the present
research, this utility is particularly relevant in capturing elements of colonialism in
articles or using liminal space to analyze for Indigenous representation, for instance.
To develop deductive Indigenous media frames informed by literature and theory,
I reference three of Brayboy’s (2005) nine TribalCrit tenants, “1. Colonization is endemic
to society” (p. 429), “3. Indigenous peoples occupy a liminal space that accounts for both
the political and racialized natures of our identities” (p. 429), and “6. Governmental
policies and educational policies toward Indigenous peoples are intimately linked around
the problematic goal of assimilation” (p. 429) (see Table 2). The other six TribalCrit
tenants were excluded from this coding protocol due to their similarity to our other
frames. It is standard in qualitative coding to require codes be as mutually exclusive as
possible (Burla et al., 2008). A detailed description and justification for each frame is
found below, followed by Table 2, demonstrating the TribalCrit component of the
Indigenous worldviews coding protocol.
Colonization frame- This frame was developed from the first tenet of TribalCrit, “1.
Colonization is endemic to society” (p. 429). In this context, colonization means that
European American thought, knowledge, and power structures dominate present-day
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society in the U.S. (Brayboy, 2005). This frame is also intended to capture elements of
TribalCrit tenant number two, “2. U.S. policies toward Indigenous peoples are rooted in
imperialism, White supremacy, and a desire for material gain,” (p. 429) and number four,
“4. Indigenous peoples have a desire to obtain and forge tribal sovereignty, tribal
autonomy, self-determination, and self-identification,” (p.429) which were left out as
standalone frames due to their resemblance. These concepts are interrelated with
colonization in that the stealing of Indigenous lands by white settlers was justified and
rationalized through Manifest Destiny and Norman Yoke, which are both rooted in white
supremacy (Brayboy, 2005). Loosely, Manifest Destiny is the idea that it was God’s
destiny for the new settlers to acquire the land, and Norman Yoke refers to an economic
policy that individuals have the right to utilize and exploit natural resources on “vacant”
lands (Brayboy, 2005). Indigenous peoples were removed from their lands through these
rationalizations and their natural resources were stolen for the monetary benefit of white
settlers (Brayboy, 2005). Today, a guardian/ward relationship exists between tribal
nations and the U.S. (Brayboy, 2005) which necessitates an advocacy for tribal
sovereignty. This frame will be present if colonization is explicitly stated or if the
mention of Indigenous peoples’ subordinate status, or stolen land, resources, cultural
practices, and/or goods is implied (Patel, 2015). One study looking at references to
colonialism in Western media found that only 25% of their sample implied colonialism,
with no explicit use of the term (Belfer et al., 2017).
Representation frames- These frames were developed from the third tenet of TribalCrit,
“3. Indigenous peoples occupy a liminal space that accounts for both the political and
racialized nature of our identities” (p. 429). These frames refer to the joint status that
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Native Americans have as both legal/political and racialized beings (Brayboy, 2005).
Within the U.S., there exists over 550 federally recognized tribes (Bureau of Indian
Affairs, n.d.), with each granted unique legal/political sovereignty. Although there are
many tribal groups with recognized sovereignty, Indigenous peoples are often framed as
racial groups by members of society as opposed to distinct nations with political power
(Brayboy, 2005). For the purpose of this research, we applied this tenant as three
subdivided frames to grasp how Indigenous peoples are represented in news articles, in
which coders had to select one as the best fit within each article: liminal space,
legal/political space, or racialized space. Liminal space is found in articles that represent
Indigenous peoples as racial groups and highlight the political status of a tribal nation.
Legal/political space is found in articles that only represent Indigenous peoples regarding
their legal and/or political status, as members of distinct nations. Racialized space is
found within articles that only represent Indigenous peoples as racial beings. Refer to
Table 2 for more specific merits of selection and examples for each of the three
representation frames. One study found that within their sample of articles, Indigenous
voices against climate change are heard, but framed as a personal, instead of a political,
issue which connects to Indigenous identity (race) as opposed to status (political player)
(Roosvall & Tegelberg, 2015).
Assimilation frame- This frame was developed from the sixth tenet of TribalCrit, “6.
Governmental policies and educational policies toward Indigenous peoples are intimately
linked around the problematic goal of assimilation” (p. 429). This frame refers to the U.S.
government’s education of Native Americans which promoted Anglo values and
communication and worked to erase Native identity (Brayboy, 2005). Today, Brayboy
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(2005) argues, education is not always rooted in the goal of assimilation, but assimilation
is sometimes inevitable through the formal structures of Western schooling that tend to
replace cultural knowledge with academic knowledge. This frame will be present if the
story discusses boarding schooling of Indigenous peoples, or the past or present impacts
of assimilation such as loss of language, culture, or land-based knowledges. One study in
Canada analyzed Indigenous representation in the media and found that the media
provided an expansive history on Indigenous language loss, framing language
revitalization as a necessity of reconciliation with settlers, while simultaneously lacking
conversation, context, and coverage on Indigenous territorial sovereignty claims (Budd,
2021).

Table 2
TribalCrit Indigenous Media Frames
Colonization
In this context, colonization means that European American thought, knowledge, and power
structures dominate present-day society in the U.S. (Brayboy, 2005) due to European settler
occupation of Indigenous lands. Colonization has been accomplished via the stealing of lands,
culture, and resources from Indigenous peoples, for the primary purpose of monetary gain.
Does the story discuss or allude to:
The history of European colonization in the U.S.?
Indigenous peoples’ loss of power, culture, land, and/or resources for monetary gain of
the colonizers?
The impact colonization has on Indigenous peoples and groups?
Indigenous genocide in the U.S.?
The subordinate power of Indigenous peoples since European colonization?
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Representation Frames
Representation Frame

Liminal Space

Legal/Political Space

Racialized Space

Explanation

Ways to Measure

Liminal space refers to the
joint status of Native
Americans as both
legal/political and racialized
beings (Brayboy, 2005).

Does the story discuss
Indigenous peoples in terms
of both their legal/political
standing as sovereign nations
and by their racial identity as
Native Americans/Alaska
Natives?

Legal/political space refers to
the status of Native
Americans as political actors
with distinct governments,
rights, and decision-making
abilities. It’s important to note
that this research recognizes
that, regardless of federal
legal status, there exist Native
tribes that do not have legal
powers within the U.S., and
their sovereignty is also
legitimate

Does the story discuss
Indigenous peoples in terms
of their legal and political
standing as sovereign
nations?
Does the story discuss the
decision-making powers or
politics of particular Native
nations and tribes?

Racialized space refers to the
status of Native Americans as
racialized groups (i.e., White,
Black or African American,
Native American or Alaska
Native, etc.), as opposed to
legal entities with distinct
sovereignty.

Does the story discuss
Indigenous peoples in terms
of their racialized identity?

Assimilation
Assimilation refers to the efforts used to integrate and socialize Indigenous peoples into the
colonizers’ society, culture, and way of life, i.e., Western way of life.
Does the story discuss or allude to:
The legacy of Indian boarding schools?
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Assimilation
-

The loss of language, culture, and/or land-based knowledges due to assimilation and
integration?
The revitalization of language, culture, or knowledge for an Indigenous group?

Furthermore, I rely on various scholarly works on Indigenous relationships to the
environment to develop three additional Indigenous media frames, particularly geared
towards Indigenous environmental worldviews. Much of the literature and justification
for these frames is synonymous with literature found in the “Indigenous Worldviews”
section of the literature review. A detailed description and justification for each frame is
found below, followed by Table 3, demonstrating the Indigenous environmental
worldviews component of the Indigenous media frames coding protocol. These frames,
as well as the frames built from TribalCrit, were reviewed by Darren Parry, a friend and
member of the Northwestern Band of the Shoshone Nation, for accuracy of my
interpretations of Indigenous worldviews. A forthcoming section will highlight my
process working with Darren as a non-Native scholar doing ethical research on
Indigenous topics.
Interconnectedness and reciprocity frame- This frame was developed from multiple
Indigenous scholarly literatures foregrounding that humans are viewed as inherently
interconnected to and in reciprocal relationship with the environment in which they live
(Galway, Esquega, & Jones-Casey, 2022; Greenwood & Lindsay, 2019; McGregor,
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2004; Pierotti & Wildcat, 2000; Salmon, 2000). It is said that “Connectedness and
relatedness are involved in the clan systems of many Indigenous peoples, where
nonhuman organisms are recognized as relatives whom the humans are obliged to treat
with respect and honor” (Pierotti & Wildcat, 2000, p. 1333). Salmon (2000) describes
these relationships between human and nonhuman beings as “kincentric ecology,” and
says that “Indigenous people view both themselves and nature as a part of an extended
ecological family that shares ancestry and origins” (p. 1327). Interconnectedness and
reciprocity foster a responsibility to not only be grateful for the sustenance of Earth, but
also to play a positive and active role in the well-being of the land (Kimmerer, 2011).
Reciprocity is manifested in taking only what one needs, not taking without asking
permission, or making an offering prior to harvesting a plant or animal, all of which are
practices that various Indigenous groups around the world facilitate (Gonzales, 2020).
Worldviews of interconnectedness and reciprocity with the Earth inform how
environmental issues, such as climate change, are experienced and understood by
Indigenous peoples (Galway et al., 2022). While I could not find a study using
interconnectedness and reciprocity as a deductive media frame, a study inductively
analyzing two Native American environmental justice cases found a restoring cultural
balance frame within their articles, which they defined as placing emphasis on the
cultural benefits of restoring the ecosystem for surrounding tribes (Moore & Lanthorn,
2017). This frame will be rendered present if the story discusses or alludes to human
beings as one necessary and coexisting part of the whole that is the natural world, or if
the story mentions reciprocal practices of giving back to the land.
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Land-based knowledges frame- This frame was developed in reference to what is often
regarded as Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK), and embodies the highly localized,
land-based wisdom gathered via natural observations and experiences over an extended
period of time in a given place (Gonzales, 2020; Hatfield et al., 2018; Kelly & Nicholson,
2021; Pierotti & Wildcat, 2000; Vinyeta & Lynn, 2013; Wilder, O’Meara, Monti, &
Nabhan, 2016). Land-based knowledges is used here intentionally, opposed to placebased knowledges, to account for the limitations of much place-based rhetoric in
engaging with colonial legacies and changes to the land from colonization (Tuck,
McKenzie, & McCoy, 2014). Land-based knowledges are composed from intimate
relationships with the local environment and are related to Indigenous understandings of
time and seasonality, which are often defined by cues and patterns observed in the natural
world (Hatfield et al., 2018). Land-based knowledges are also deeply interconnected with
traditional cultural practices, influencing when certain traditions and ceremonies begin
(Hatfield et al., 2018). This frame will be rendered present if a story discusses the landbased, ecological knowledge that Indigenous peoples or an Indigenous group hold. Belfer
et al. (2017) studied media representations of Indigenous peoples and found that Western
media relied on Indigenous traditional knowledge to identify environmental changes
more-so than Western scientific knowledge.
Intergenerational knowledges frame- Intergenerational knowledge refers to the deliberate
transmission of values, knowledge, and skills from older to younger generations at
various life stages (Cristancho & Vining, 2009). The transmission of knowledges, such as
land-based knowledges, commonly occurs through oral histories, songs, and ceremonies
passed down from generation to generation (Berkes, 2018; Brayboy, 2005; Greenwood &
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Lindsay, 2019; Vinyeta & Lynn, 2013). These oral traditions are used as vehicles for the
transmission of culture and knowledge, especially environmental knowledges (Brayboy,
2005). I’ll defer to Gonzales (2020) to explain that,
Knowing does not come even from 30 years of working on something.
There are different dimensions of accumulated knowledge (Cajete, 1994),
stories that surround the knowledge, stories that are told in ceremonial
time, stories of how you survived based on deep relationships with a
system within the natural world originating in deep time. There are certain
intangible things, secreted teachings that have provided continuity over
time and give form to Native thought (p. 89).
This frame will be rendered present if the article discusses the unique long-term
knowledges held within Indigenous cultures, and the transmissive acts that accompany
and maintain them.

Table 3
Indigenous environmental media frames

Interconnectedness and Reciprocity
While interconnectedness is a principle, reciprocity is an act based on the interconnectedness
of all in the universe. These two terms are slightly different but related in that
interconnectedness is conceived in acts of reciprocity.
Does the story discuss or allude to:
- The inherent interdependence, relatedness, and interconnection of all in the universe;
living and non-living, human and more-than-human?
- The notion that human beings are not the most important part of nature, but rather one
necessary, coexisting, interrelated part of a larger whole?
- The ideal for a harmonious, balanced relationship with nature?
- Human and non-human being relationships, or cultures that view non-human beings
as kin?
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Interconnectedness and Reciprocity
-

A holistic, ecosystem approach when talking about a place, discussing the various
relationships within its important parts? Are human beings included in this
discussion?
A responsibility to reciprocate care to the natural world?
The giving and receiving of nature’s gifts?
Practices like not taking more than is needed and sharing resources with non-human
beings, or actions such as asking permission or leaving an offering before taking
resources?
A responsibility to give back to the land in a positive way, or highlight a story where
people give back to land in a positive way, such as land restoration?
Land-Based Knowledges

Land-based is used here intentionally, as opposed to place-based, to account for the colonial
legacies and changes impacting the land from colonization (Tuck et al., 2014).
Land-based knowledge, although difficult to define, can be regarded as Indigenous
knowledge acquired over centuries or millennia that is shaped by deep physical, mental, and
spiritual connection to the land. It is a form of environmental knowledge.
Does the story discuss or allude to:
- The land-based, ecological knowledge that Indigenous peoples/an Indigenous group
holds due to their intimate relationship to the land?
- The importance of land in Indigenous culture, such as their traditions, knowledge,
language, ceremony, etc.?
- How land-based knowledges ensure long-term survivance of Indigenous groups?
- How Indigenous knowledge is deeply intertwined with ecological knowledge?
- How colonization disrupted, changed, or in some cases, erased this land-based
knowledge from Indigenous peoples?
Intergenerational Knowledges
Intergenerational knowledge refers to the deliberate transmission of values, knowledge, and
skills from older to younger generations at various life stages (Cristancho & Vining, 2009).
This knowledge is traditionally passed down orally, from elders, from generation to
generation.
Does the story discuss or allude to:
- The unique long-term knowledges held within Indigenous cultures and how they have
(or have not) been maintained and passed down?
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Intergenerational Knowledges
-

How intergenerational knowledge passing shapes Indigenous culture and worldview?
Oral histories, or transmissive acts like song, dance, or stories, traditionally used to
pass down knowledge in Indigenous cultures?
The role of Elders as knowledge sharers in Indigenous cultures?
Traditional Indigenous stories and knowledge as real and legitimate forms of
information?

Western Media Frames
Due to the hegemony of Western worldviews in society (Akena, 2012), accompanied by
my identity as a white researcher, I felt it inappropriate and unnecessary to create
experiential worldviews frames as I did for Indigenous worldviews (i.e., colonization,
assimilation, etc.). The below frames are representative of how Western society and
people most commonly relate to and interact with their environment. The literature relied
upon to create these frames is highly synonymous with the literature found in the
“Western Worldviews” section of the literature review. A detailed description and
justification for each frame is found below, followed by Table 4 demonstrating the
Western media frames coding protocol.
Nature as commodity frame – This frame was developed from literature that foregrounds
how Western-driven capitalism transformed nature into a commodity (McAfee, 2012;
Peluso, 2012; Prothero & Fitchett, 2000). The uptake of capitalism brought with it a
commodification of nature, in the form of monetizing natural resources, parks and
preserved areas, and, as of recently, ecosystem services (Peluso, 2012; McAfee, 2012).
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The historic, and present, justification for establishing protected areas rested on the idea
that capitalism caused major losses in nature, but even those very protected areas were
commodified and sold back to the public (Peluso, 2012). McAfee (2012) calls ecosystem
services, the economic valuation of ecosystem benefits to human society, the “most
ambitious iteration of ‘selling nature to save it’ (p. 105). The dominant thought in
Western society is that “ecological enlightenment” can be secured through capitalism by
using commodity culture to further progress environmental goals (Prothero & Fitchett,
2000, p. 46). The problem with this, as Peluso (2012) writes, is that “Once commodified,
an object, idea, or part of nature takes on a new life” (p. 83) as new practices and
relationships emerge corresponding to the commodified. This frame will be rendered
present if the article measures or discusses the value of nature, the environment, or a
place in terms of its economic valuableness.
Property ownership frame- This frame was developed based on Western peoples’
conception of private property and ownership as a relationship to lands (Glenn, 2015;
Harris, 1993; Huffman, 1999; Pejovich, 1982; Seawright, 2014). Seawright (2014)
elaborates that,
The Western body of knowledge produces a fetish of ownership that sits at
the foundation of settler traditions of place. The Western imaginary
encourages ownership and domination of the land, while simultaneously
curtailing the possibilities and parameters of ownership in a racialized and
gendered manner, delimiting who can own, what can be owned, and how
things should be owned (p. 559).
Elaborating even further, Harris (1993) delineates how possession of lands was a
privilege that only white people bore, and that Indigenous practices of environmental
stewardship created the appearance of lands being left in their ‘natural state,’
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undeveloped by Western terms, rendering them not truly possessed, and justified seizure
and settlement. Today, there does not exist any land in the U.S. that is unowned; if it is
not personal or private property, it is owned by the state. The practice of land ownership
necessitates the protection of land, furthering advancing a system of bordered territories,
and creating innumerous obstacles in regulating environmental harms (Huffman, 1999).
This frame will be present if an article is written from the Western perspective that lands
are an object that can owned, manipulated, or controlled by humans for human gain, or if
property ownership is discussed within articles.
Separate from nature frame – This frame was developed to encompass Western societies’
feelings of separateness and otherness from and superiority to nature (Barnhardt &
Kawagley, 1999; Henderson, 2012; Seawright, 2014). The origin of Western humannature duality can largely be traced back to the Christian church, in its demotion of nature
and women to a separate, subservient role in Western culture (Henderson, 2012). In
Western society, personhood and autonomy are valued (Seawright, 2014), fortifying an
independence from ‘natural’ processes. Barnhardt and Kawagley (1999) note that “Sense
of separateness from and superiority over other life forms” (p. 4) is a core tenant of
Western worldviews. Feelings of separateness can be demonstrated by the construction of
‘wilderness’ and designation of protected areas to conserve said ‘wilderness’ (Cronon,
1996; Domínguez & Luoma, 2020; Saarinen, 2016). This frame will be present if articles
discuss or imply that human beings are superior to or ‘other’ than nature, or if discussions
of wilderness as separate from human society emerge.
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Table 4
Western Environmental Media Frames
Nature as Commodity
Does the story discuss or allude to:
- How valuable a place is based off its economic value?
- Environmental and natural resources in terms of market values?
- Natural resources/protected areas having an economic value?
- Ecosystem services (the monetary value of benefits an ecosystem brings to human
society) when discussing the ideal to not exploit lands?
Property Ownership
Does the story discuss or allude to:
- Lands as an object that can be owned, possessed, or controlled by humans for human
gain?
- The decision-making power of people/entities based on their ownership of lands?
- The history of property ownership in any meaningful way?
- The consequences and/or benefits of property ownership and/or systems of territories
and boundaries?
Separate from Nature
Does the story discuss or allude to:
- Human beings as superior to or separate from other living beings?
- This superiority or ‘otherness’ being justification for manipulating or taking more
from the natural world
- Humans being inherently destructive or exploitative to the environment?
- The environment as something that needs protection from humans, rather than as
something we can and should live harmoniously with?
- Ideals of ‘wilderness’ or the idea that lands exist that are ‘untouched’ by humans?
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Article Collection
To search for and collect the Western articles from The New York Times and The Salt
Lake Tribune, I used Lexis Uni via the Utah State University library website. I applied
key word searches of climate change OR environment, and then searched for Native
American within those results. Applying these search terms within the dates of January
1st, 2020- June 1st, 2021, I received a total of 175 articles from The New York Times.
After excluding duplicates, advertisements, or articles that weren’t relevant to the content
of my study, I ended up with 48 New York Times articles. This large reduction occurred
for a couple of reasons. Some articles that were pulled from the search contextualized
environment differently than I was intending. For instance, an article about a working
environment would appear. Also, some articles made very brief mention or use of the
word Native American but were not centered around an issue involving Native
Americans; articles that did this were removed due to irrelevance.
Applying the same search parameters to The Salt Lake Tribune using Lexis Uni, I
received a total of 61 articles, and after removing duplicates and irrelevant articles, I was
left with 35 articles to analyze. This reduction was also due to duplicate articles, as well
as articles that did not contextualize the term environment as I was intending, or articles
that did not make Native American society or issues a focal point. In total, this gave me
83 Western worldview articles to analyze.
To search for and collect Indigenous articles from Indian Country Today and
Navajo Times, I used the search features available on both of their websites, as there was
no academic database that had their collections for the dates I am analyzing within. Both
Indian Country Today and the Navajo Times’ search tools offered very basic features. For
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instance, I was not able to choose specific dates to search within, or search key words
within results, as I was able to while using Lexis Uni. For both Indian Country Today and
the Navajo Times, I did not search for the term Native American because it is implied.
While searching Indian Country Today, I performed separate searches for both
climate change and environment. I did this because my search yielded more results than it
did for coupling climate change AND/OR environment. In total, this rendered me 60
Indian Country Today articles. While performing the Indian Country Today search, there
was no way to organize articles by relevance or date, the search did not organize articles
chronologically, and there was no way to see a total number of articles identified in each
search. I removed articles that Indian Country Today reposted from the Associated Press.
I did so because Associated Press articles risk bringing a Westernized voice to articles
that are supposed to represent Indigenous worldviews. I also removed duplicates and
articles that were not relevant to the content of my study.
To collect articles for Navajo Times, I used the search terms climate change OR
environment, as these terms gave me the most comprehensive results. This yielded me
670 total articles, not accounting for date; there was no way to filter by date. I was then
able to change the way articles were organized within the search from “relevance” to
“date.” After removing articles that were not relevant to my search terms, and collecting
articles that met my search criteria, I was left with 15 articles from Navajo Times. In
total, this granted me 75 Indigenous worldview articles to analyze.
Following the compilation of all my articles, and in consideration of time and
resource constraints, I made the decision to reduce the total number of articles under
analysis. I also wanted to analyze an equal number of news articles from each news
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outlet. Given the 15 total articles that met my search criteria for Navajo Times, I decided
to analyze 15 articles from each news outlet, resulting in 60 total articles analyzed, with
30 articles from each worldview analyzed. In light of the fact that I had already vetted
each article that met my search criteria, I used a random number generator to select 15
articles from Indian Country Today, The New York Times, and The Salt Lake Tribune.
My search criteria only accumulated 15 Navajo Times articles, so I did not have to
randomly select which articles to analyze for this news outlet. Additionally, due to the
narrow number of articles that met my search criteria, I did not filter my article collection
by word count. The word count range in the articles was 500-2,500 words.
Newspaper Selection Rationale
Both Indigenous news outlets, Indian Country Today and the Navajo Times, were
selected based on their reputations as trusted news sources with strong reporting in
Native American communities. Their location of circulation, both nationally and within
the Intermountain West, were also guiding factors in choosing these two news outlets.
The regional interest of the Intermountain West can be explained by the location where
this research is taking place, in Logan, Utah. Indian Country Today describes itself as an
independent, nonprofit multimedia news enterprise that covers tribes and Native people
throughout the Americas (Indian Country Today, n.d.). In 2019, Columbia Journalism
Review said the news outlet is “a reputable, flourishing digital news media site with
metrics that should make any mainstream outlet take notice” (Panne, 2019).
Navajo Times is a for-profit corporation organized under the laws of the Navajo
Nation (Navajo Times, n.d.). Navajo Times’ mission is “to inform the Navajo people of
events, news and issues of importance to them, whether from within the boundaries of the
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Navajo Nation or throughout the United States” (Navajo Times, n.d., para. 2.). The
Navajo Times is circulated throughout the Four Corners region and the rest of the U.S.
(Navajo Times, n.d.).
Regarding the Western newspapers, The New York Times and The Salt Lake
Tribune, these news outlets were chosen similarly for their reputations as trusted news
sources and for their circulation both nationally and in the Intermountain West. The New
York Times states that it is “dedicated to helping people understand the world through onthe-ground, expert, and deeply rooted independent journalism” (The New York Times,
n.d. -a, para. 1). Since its founding in 1851, The New York Times has won numerous
Pulitzer Prizes and other prestigious awards and has long been regarded as a national
newspaper of record (The New York Times, n.d. -b).
The Salt Lake Tribune describes itself as “Utah’s independent voice” that builds
“on a legacy of courageous, watchdog journalism” striving to tell stories that are
interesting, important, and inclusive (The Salt Lake Tribune, n.d., para. 1). The Salt Lake
Tribune has also won a Pulitzer Prize and, as of recently, operates as a non-profit (The
Salt Lake Tribune, n.d.).
The decision to focus this study nationally and within the Intermountain West was
based off multiple factors. The Intermountain West has already experienced considerable
warming of 0.9°C, and water availability has become of concern and is projected to
continue to become even less consistent (Brice et al., 2020). Additionally, the Navajo
Nation is the largest tribal nation, situated in the four corners region of the Intermountain
West (Indian Health Service, n.d.), and tribes of the Intermountain West are experiencing
climate change threats on unmistakable scales (Gautam, Chief, & Smith, 2013). These
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combined factors heavily influenced the decision to include Navajo Times and The Salt
Lake Tribune within this study. Regarding expanding nationally, this decision was
primarily made in the interest of content. The New York Times produces quality, relevant
content that reaches all corners of the U.S. Similarly, Indian Country Today is the most
widely circulated Indigenous newspaper in the world, and is “arguably the most
influential Native newspaper in the world” (Kerstetter, 2011, para. 1). Focusing
nationally and in the Intermountain West provides us the opportunity for a national and
regional content comparison.
Coding Process
We used qualitative content analysis to measure the extent to which the six Indigenous
worldviews and three Western worldviews media frames appeared in each article. This
qualitative content analysis takes the traditional approach of quantifying textual data and
relating meanings found in the qualitative text to literature, social and cultural contexts,
and the research question (Cope, 2016; Grote & Johnson, 2021). I and my undergraduate
research assistant answered yes (1) or no (0) to the explicit or implicit appearance of each
frame within each article. The coding protocols were used to help guide our decision
making (see Tables 2-4). We manually entered our data in a Microsoft Excel sheet. To
aid in the in-depth qualitative analysis, we collected evidence for our decision making of
each frame’s presence or absence. The unit of analysis was the whole article.
To ensure that my results are trustworthy and credible (Lincoln & Guba, 1986), I
hired and trained an undergraduate research assistant to qualitatively code all articles with
me using the coding protocols and data collection methods described in this section. My
research assistant and I used intercoder agreement to negotiate when we did have coding
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discrepancies, and concluded on our coding decisions (Campbell, Quincy, Osserman, &
Pedersen, 2013). Coding agreements in 80 percent of the total sample are generally seen
as acceptable for credible analyses (Lombard, Snyder-Duch, & Bracken, 2002). I and my
research assistant did not calculate a percentage of agreements for this research given the
current expectations and norms in qualitative research. The manual for MAXQDA, a
qualitative coding software, explains that,
In qualitative research, the purpose of comparing independent coders is to
discuss the differences, figure out why they occurred, and learn from the
differences in order to improve coding agreement in the future. In other
words, the actual percentage of agreement is not the most important aspect
of the tool (MAXQDA, n.d., para. 1).
The authors then explain that a focus on percentage of agreement is negligible, and
qualitative researchers should instead address and edit the code assignments that do not
match so they can move on with more credible analyses (MAXQDA, n.d.). While we
recognize that consensus over numerically recording intercoder agreement is inconsistent
(O’Connor & Joffe, 2020), other homogenous literature does not report on intercoder
agreement (Belfer et al., 2017; Grote & Johnson, 2021; Roosvall & Tegelberg, 2013),
therefore we omitted this reporting.

Positionality Statement
I am a 24-year-old white, English-speaking, able-bodied woman at a predominantly white
research institution. I come from an upper-middle class family, and was raised in a
predominantly white, upper-middle class suburb of Metro-Detroit, Michigan. My
ancestors from both of my parent’s families came to the U.S. from various parts of
Europe. Culturally, I most identify with my Sicilian-American heritage. In 2016, I left my
hometown in Michigan to move to Colorado and receive my B.S. in Human Dimensions
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of Natural Resources at Colorado State University. I left Colorado in August of 2020 to
pursue my M.S. in Sociology, specializing in Environment and Community, at Utah State
University, the institution where this research is coming out of.
I grew up areligious, and now predominantly, albeit quite loosely, practice
Paganism and celebrate the Pagan sabbats. I have many core values, some of which being
community, spending quality time with loved ones, seeking out adventure and trying new
things, compassion, advocacy, environmental stewardship, and leadership. I am most
passionate about environmental justice. I am very critical of many of the current systems
in place in this country; I am a socialist. I believe my life’s purpose (aside from living a
happy, fruitful life) is to help solve social-environmental problems and contribute to
systemic, revolutionary change.
The research I’m conducting at Utah State University for my thesis is focused on
settler colonialism, Indigenous worldviews, and environmental problems such as climate
change. I am using qualitative methods to study the relationship between the media,
climate change and environmental problems, and Native American populations.
My positionality is very important in this research. I am a white woman of
European ancestry, meaning not only am I an outsider in Native communities, but my
ancestors have likely directly caused harm to Native Americans, and the current
institutions I benefit from (as a white person) continue to cause them harm. My
awareness of this has galvanized me to fight with Indigenous peoples for justice and
equity, which has influenced the development of this research project.
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In a class discussion with non-Native scholar, Dr. Leigh Patel 1, author of
Decolonizing Educational Research: From Ownership to Answerability, the question of
the appropriateness of non-Native scholars engaging in decolonial work emerged. Patel
admitted grappling with this question repeatedly throughout her time writing her book.
Through conversations with Indigenous scholars, she ultimately understood that it
shouldn’t just be Indigenous peoples whose labor goes into decolonial work and making
valuable critiques of the academy (Dr. Leigh Patel, personal interview). I came to
understand that decolonizing research and methodologies is not just something to be
reserved for Indigenous peoples or research pertaining to Indigenous peoples; it must be
something that we, as researchers potentially fortifying these issues, continuously
implement. This sentiment has been of critical importance throughout this research.

Research Assistant Positionality Statement
I am a 20-year-old white, English-speaking, able-bodied man at a predominantly white
research institution. I grew up in a lower-class family, often living in poverty. For the
first 12 years of my life, I grew up in the small town of Delta, Utah. I lived in a twobedroom house with my three siblings, my father and my aunt and uncle. My parents
separated shortly after having me and I did not have many interactions with my mother
aside from major holidays. When I was 13 I moved to Ogden, Utah to live with my
mother and continued to live in a low-income household, although I was not
impoverished. After graduating high school, I moved to Logan, Utah to obtain a B.S. in
Psychology and Sociology which is where I am currently in my career path.

1

Dr. Leigh Patel, class discussion, April 1, 2021
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My heritage on both sides of my family come from the United Kingdom region
and I mostly identify with my father’s Scottish heritage. My ancestors came to the United
States very early in its conception, so my cultural identity is cumbersome and something
I continue to try and explore.
I grew up in a family that belonged to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints, but I mostly stayed away from religion throughout my life. Presently I identify as
agnostic and generally let my values guide my thoughts and actions more than any
religion or ideology. The values that guide me the most are continuing to obtain new
knowledge, caring and advocating for others (especially my loved ones), and enjoying the
little moments in life. Above all else I desire to help others, whether that is on a global,
local, or personal level.
My positionality has been very important to this research. Coming from an
impoverished household, I relate to the difficulties of being marginalized by the
government and communities I’ve lived in. This has inspired my passion to help
marginalized populations that are often overlooked and forgotten about, such as Native
American communities. Despite my passion to call attention to these injustices, I
recognize that I am a white man living on the ancestral land of Native tribes. This
research project has been the first step on my journey to fighting with Indigenous peoples
for equality and visibility in research contexts and has given me a solemn recognition of
their mistreatment within this system.

On Positionality and Research Ethics
As a white woman, conducting research on Indigenous issues requires critical
accountability and reflexivity, and a due diligence to be most ethical while doing this
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work. There exists a long history of unethical research abuses to Indigenous groups that
have materialized as mistrust in Western research protocols (Couzin-Frankel, 2010;
Harding et al., 2012; Hodge, 2012; Kelley, Belcourt-Dittloff, Belcourt, & Belcourt,
2013). My journey learning about the legacy of Western research abuses, and then
overcoming the reproduction of them in my own research, was a long and uncomfortable
one. If more white scholars are to engage in ethical, decolonial research, though, it is
important that I share as much as I can about my process. In this section, I outline steps I
took in my research to hold myself accountable to research ethics in this domain.

Seek Out the Proper Mentorship
It stands in truth to say that everything I have learned thus far about doing ethical
research with Indigenous peoples, I have learned from great mentorship. When I began
my graduate program, I was interested in working with Indigenous peoples and engaging
settler colonialist theories, but there did not exist a research partnership with Indigenous
peoples in my department. I reached out to researchers at my institution who may have
known of long-standing partnerships, and it resulted in forming relationships with
impactful faculty mentors. As I began forming these relationships, I had the opportunity
to sit in meetings with local tribal partners, attend trainings, seminars, and courses on
Indigenous topics, talk with scholars who have dedicated their work to decolonial
research, and above all else, learn. In all, I sought out and built relationships with an
incredible team of committee members, advisors, mentors, and friends that were willing
to guide me and hold me accountable to my research process; I can’t express enough how
important this is.
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One of the most impactful relationships I made while doing this work was with
Darren Parry, a member and former chief of the Northwestern Band of the Shoshone
Nation. I befriended Darren by supporting his campaign for U.S. Congress, and he
invited me for lunch and a conversation. Darren’s friendship has meant the world to me,
as a human and as a scholar. As I was developing the Indigenous media frames coding
protocol, Darren and I met to review what I had developed, and he gave me valuable
advice about the direction of my research and my interpretations of Indigenous
worldviews for use as media frames. Darren’s ability to connect with community, and his
dedication to share his people’s story do not go unnoticed. I am very appreciative of the
time and support he offered to aid me with my research. Forming the right relationships is
critical to doing ethical, decolonial work.

Learn How to Show up Consistently
In relation to the above step, learning how to show up consistently for your community
will foster the trust and education needed to do ethical decolonial research. As a white
scholar, Indigenous peoples may be wary of your commitment to doing ethical work, as
many Western scholars enter Indigenous communities, collect their data, and leave
(Datta, 2018; Harding et al., 2012). A critical component of forming relationships is
learning to show up and be present. I attended meetings, seminars, discussions, field
days, events, etc. with Indigenous peoples and scholars, and the community of nonNative scholars working with Indigenous peoples at my institution. Each time, I learned
more, strengthened my relationships, and showcased my dedication to this work. Being in
community with the right people involves a dedication to showing up.
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Take Advantage of Your Institutional Review Board (IRB) or Ethics Institution
While I was developing my research project, I received advice to take advantage of the
IRB, even (or especially) in unconventional situations. I reached out to my IRB’s
Director of Human Research Protection to have a conversation about how I could use the
IRB to hold my research accountable to ethical practices. Since my research does not
involve working face-to-face with individuals, I am not conducting Human Subjects
Research, therefore do not technically need to receive IRB oversight. Yet, research does
not occur in a vacuum, and all research contributes to a conversation, at the very least.
Although my research does not involve human participants, my research will speak to
and have an impact in my field of study, therefore it has implications for Indigenous
peoples that deserve ethical oversight.
My IRB’s Director of Human Research Protection and I decided upon two ways
to receive such oversight: fill out an IRB protocol based around Darren Parry’s review of
my work, counting him as a ‘human subject,’ and forming an advisory board composed
of Indigenous scholars and/or scholars who have worked with Indigenous peoples.
Unfortunately, neither of these options ended up coming to fruition, which speaks to the
IRB’s oft inability to act as a one-size-fits-all for ethics. Western institutional IRB’s do
not operate under the same ethical standards that tribal communities do, primarily
because knowledge, research, and ethics look different for Indigenous and Western
cultures (Kelley et al., 2013). If you are a white scholar doing decolonial research and
research with Indigenous peoples, have conversations with your IRB, discuss ways for
you to receive unique oversight for your research, and perhaps, as some faculty at my
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institution are doing, propose ways to make changes to your IRB that allow for better
oversight of unique research contexts.

Be Willing and Ready to Learn
This may be an obvious one, but learning how to listen as a non-Native researcher
working with Indigenous peoples or on Indigenous topics will prove to be a big teacher.
Show up to those conversations, events, seminars, and workshops and hear what
concerned people have to say. Interact reflexively with how your identity shapes your
research and get comfortable with being uncomfortable as you learn. In Western research,
the researcher is often viewed as and given a form of authority, even while relying on
other cultures to develop research projects and outcomes (Datta, 2018). While
summarizing conversations with elders and knowledge holders, Datta (2018) explains
that “Western researchers hold invisible power over Indigenous people, such as selecting
research topics, and deciding how research data are collected and analyzed, and how they
are presented” (p. 8). To deconstruct this authority, listen to the community you are
interested in, and allow their concerns to shape the research at-hand.

Results and Discussion
For increased readability, in future sections I use abbreviations for the four news outlets
under analysis in this research, Indian Country Today (ICT), Navajo Times (NT), The
New York Times (NYT), and The Salt Lake Tribune (SLT).
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Colonization
In this analysis, we paid special attention to explicit and implicit references to
colonization. As a reminder, we analyzed 15 articles from each of the four news outlets,
equaling a total of 60 articles. Within our sample, 30 articles represent Indigenous news
media, and 30 articles represent Western news media. It is apparent that 60% of the total
article sample either explicitly or implicitly made reference to colonization, with NYT
doing so the least (see Table 5). Looking closer at ideology, the Indigenous news outlets
made more references to colonization, or 63% of the time, and Western news outlets did
so less, or 57% of the time. This slim margin of difference is surprising, as Belfer et al.
(2017) found that only 25% of their 92-article sample, composed entirely of Western
news articles, made only implicit references to colonialism. It is critical to note that,
similarly aligned with Belfer et al.’s (2017) study, many of the references to colonialism
within our sample were implicit.
Even more intriguing findings occur when analyzing how colonialism is discussed
between Indigenous and Western newspapers. For example, within the Western
worldview sample, many of the coded references to colonization were found in quotes
from Indigenous peoples and leaders themselves, as opposed to the authors making space
for those conversations. In the SLT, the author quotes Secretary of the Interior Deb
Haaland, writing,
She said the order “lacks concrete transparency and consultation
requirements.” Haaland said the administration needs “to recognize the
centuries of violence that Native people endured, which won’t be solved
without concrete procedures and with only $1.5 million” (Sadeghi, 2020,
para. 15).
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These results support Scott's (2016) finding that Western news organizations cite ‘experts
and scholarly sources,’ such as politicians, in their articles. Another common practice
among Western worldview news articles were the mention of treaty rights, but with no
substantive discussions of colonization as an event or as a long-term, ongoing structure
(Wolfe, 2006). For instance, the author of an NYT article states plainly, “In the 1850’s,
Native American tribes in the Pacific Northwest signed treaties with the United States
that relinquished their land but allowed them to retain the right to salmon fishing and
other resources” (Fazio, 2021, para. 10). While we do see Western news outlets
discussing colonization, it is important to attend to how these discussions are occurring.
Within most Western news outlets, although there are exceptions, conversations about
colonialism are marginal.
This language stands in stark contrast to the ways in which Indigenous articles
discuss colonialism. Based on our data, Indigenous news articles discussed colonialism
more often than Western worldview articles, and they did so in a much more substantive
way. In a NT article about water rights, the author includes,
But the Navajo Nation has to remember that the state governments stole
all this water in the first place, he [Andrew Curley] said. “I’m wary of
continuing in the water rights framework for future Diné water policy,”
said Curley. “We have never really exercised sovereignty over water and
seem to want to grovel before colonial governments instead of just taking
the water and putting it to use, which is exactly what the colonial
governments did” (Becenti, 2020b, para. 13).
Not only do Indigenous news articles make more explicit references to colonialism, but
they provide a sobering, and often first-person, assessment to how the ongoing structure
of colonialism impacts Indigenous peoples today. Additionally, Indigenous news articles
offer another critical interpretation: they infuse discussions of colonization into topics
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that often otherwise go without. For instance, an ICT journalist discussing conservation
initiatives writes, “The history of conservation in the United States began with human
rights violations, including the displacement, massacre, and assimilation of tribal peoples
to make way for the first National Parks: Yellowstone and Yosemite” (Allen, 2020, para.
12). While this statement does not explicitly say ‘colonization,’ it does remark about the
violent history of removing Indigenous peoples from their lands. All the while, the
journalists proffer a critique of ‘conservation refugees,’ or the displacement of a peoples
for the sake of conserving lands, a practice that Western conservation organizations still
engage in today (Dowie, 2009; Stevens, 2010). Other studies have also found Indigenous
media represent environmental issues, namely pipeline construction, more holistically,
connecting in discussions of settler colonialism (Grote & Johnson 2021)

Table 5
Positive Indigenous media frames code instances per frame and news outlet

Indigenous Worldview Frames

Indian
Country
Today

Navajo
Times

The New
York
Times

The Salt
Lake
Tribune

Totals

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Colonization

9

60

10

67

7

47

10

67

36

60

Liminal Space

5

33

5

33

6

40

9

60

25

42

Legal/Political Space

10

67

9

60

1

7

3

20

23

38

Racialized Space

0

0

1

7

8

53

3

20

12

20

Assimilation

5

33

6

40

2

13

6

40

19

32
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Indigenous Worldview Frames

Indian
Country
Today

Navajo
Times

The New
York
Times

The Salt
Lake
Tribune

Totals

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Interconnectedness & Reciprocity

14

93

11

73

7

47

9

60

41

68

Land-Based Knowledges

11

73

6

40

5

33

5

33

27

45

Intergenerational Knowledges

7

47

6

40

1

7

4

27

18

30

Figure 1
Total Colonization Code Instances per News Outlet
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Speaking to national and regional variations in our analysis, combined coded
instances of colonialism in the regional newspapers, NT and SLT, were more prolific than
they were for the national newspapers, ICT and NYT (see Figure 1). However, looking to
literature on the role of regional media, it is apparent that regional media work to build
community identity, keep citizens informed on local matters, and contain more stories
about people living within the community (Park, Fisher, & Lee, 2021). The Navajo
Nation, home to the NT and sharing a border with Utah, is the largest tribal nation in the
U.S., per square mileage and in population size (Romero, 2021), all of which likely have
an influence on the language used in NT and SLT’s regional reporting, particularly as it
relates to stolen lands. An unrelated study about media representations of post-traumatic
stress disorder compared national to regional media and found that national media tend to
highlight higher-level policy discussions, whereas regional media tend to publish on the
impact of issues on communities (Wu, 2017), such as colonialism. This provides some
much-needed context to this finding which should be further researched in the future.
Representation
This analysis of reporting on climate change, environmental issues, and Indigenous
peoples raises interesting questions about how Indigenous peoples’ identity is represented
within reporting. Inspired by Brayboy’s (2005) TribalCrit tenant number three,
“Indigenous peoples occupy a liminal space that accounts for both the political and
racialized natures of our identities,” (p. 429), we sought to understand if articles affirmed
this liminal space, citing both the racialized and legal nature of Native American identity,
or if they used predominantly racial or legal/political language when discussing
Indigenous peoples. To collect this data, we used three separate frames, liminal space,
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legal/political space, or racialized space, from which researchers had to choose one from.
The data shows that in summation of all four news outlets, liminal space was the most
common frame utilized in representing Indigenous peoples’ identity. In other words, out
of all 60 articles, authors most often referred to Indigenous peoples using both legal and
political, and racialized language within one article. For instance, an author of an article
in SLT includes,
Not only would Haaland be a compelling visionary leader at Interior, she
would also be the first Native American in this role, giving her a firsthand
understanding of our country’s obligations to tribal nations (Metcalf,
2020, para. 7) [emphasis my own].
The author of this article described Haaland, racially, as a ‘Native American,’ as opposed
to addressing her tribal citizenship with the Laguna Pueblo (U.S. Department of the
Interior, n.d.). The author then refers to the Interior’s work with tribal nations,
acknowledging tribal political stature.
As we direct attention to the data between Indigenous and Western news outlets,
though, this analysis gets more riveting. Figure 2 shows that the Indigenous news outlets
in our study only used racialized language in one instance, and predominantly engaged
with legal and political language (63%) or represented Indigenous peoples’ liminal space
(33%). Western news outlets used significantly more racialized language within their
reporting (36%), with NYT authors doing so the most (53% of the time). Despite the
notable amount of racialized language, Western news outlets framed Indigenous peoples
in terms of liminal space the most (50%). These findings, particularly as they relate to
racialized language, are somewhat unsurprising, given that in Brayboy’s (2005) seminal
TribalCrit paper, he declares,
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My intent here is to argue that American Indians are both legal/political
and racialized beings; however, we are rarely treated as such, leaving
Indigenous peoples in a state of inbetweeness wherein we define ourselves
as both, with an emphasis on the legal/political, but we are framed as
racialized groups by many members of society. The racialized status of
American Indians appears to be the main emphasis of most members of
U.S. society; this status ignores the legal/political one, and is directly tied
to notions of colonialism, because larger society is unaware of the multiple
statuses of Indigenous peoples (pp. 432-33).
This statement emphasizes what our findings demonstrate: that Western society
frequently views Native Americans as a racial group, discounting Indigenous sovereignty
and the violent colonialism that disenfranchised them from these lands. Additionally,
similar studies have found Indigenous peoples to be mentioned in Western climaterelated press in terms of their culture, not status, as political players with agency
(Roosvall & Tegelberg, 2012).
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Figure 2
Framing Categories of Indigenous Peoples, by News Outlet
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Assimilation
Discussions about assimilation were rare within our analysis (see Figure 3), but the
discussions we identified were rich. Comparable to the previously discussed Indigenous
worldview frames, wherein we identify more of our TribalCrit frames in Indigenous
media, 37% of articles in the Indigenous newspapers discussed assimilation compared to
27% of the Western newspapers. This finding is in line with Rivenburgh's (2013) finding
that Western news articles frame language loss, a symptom of assimilation, as an
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‘Indigenous problem’ as opposed to a societal problem, which may lead to low reporting
on the issue.
Taking a national and regional comparison, NT and SLT, the regional news outlets
within our sample, had more combined discussions about assimilation compared to the
national news outlets, ICT and NYT. NT and SLT each included language about
assimilation in 40% of their articles in this sample. This, once again, sparks curiousness
within this research. We can infer that this may be due to regional reporting’s tendency to
publish educational impact and outcome stories more-so than national newspapers
(Campbell, Smith, & Siesmaa, 2011; Wu, 2017).
Paying attention to how news articles discuss assimilation, we find that within
Indigenous news outlets, articles tended to discuss the impact of assimilation on
Indigenous peoples, by having discussions about language loss, or loss of cultural and
environmental knowledges. In addition, articles across all outlets overwhelmingly
implied assimilative language, as opposed using explicit language. In demonstration of
these findings, authors of an ICT article on Alaskan land management state,
We have historical reason to be wary of federal-level political appointees
obeying these laws. Too many examples of the laws being disregarded
exist to list here, but suffice it to say we have lived through many
instances of perhaps well-meaning but misguided federal officials trying
to “save us from ourselves” by inflicting their version of what is good for
us via regulations, executive orders and policy (Rexford Sr., Hopson Jr., &
Tuzroyluk Sr., 2021, para. 8).
The author’s direct denouncing of the federal government trying to “save us [Indigenous
peoples] from ourselves” (para. 8) brings one pause and appears to be a direct call-out to
Richard H. Pratt’s blasphemous quote “Kill the Indian in him, and save the man”
(Kliewer et al., n.d., para. 16), otherwise remembered as “kill the Indian, save the man”
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(Zalcman, 2016, p. 79). Pratt was a United States army officer and founder of the Carlisle
Indian Industrial School, a place where significant mental and physical trauma of
Indigenous children occurred as a purposeful consequence of assimilative efforts (FearSegal & Rose, 2016). Boarding schools were a primary mechanism to sever Indigenous
peoples from their traditional cultures and assimilate them to Western culture. As is
demonstrated in the excerpt above, assimilation still occurs today, it just takes a different
form.

Figure 3
Total Assimilation Code Instances per News Outlet
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Although SLT had a relatively high count of references to assimilation, the
Western news outlets typically engaged in one-dimensional discussions of assimilation,
which were oftentimes found in articles about Deb Haaland’s confirmation as Secretary
of the Interior. For instance, the author of a SLT article about Haaland’s confirmation
includes plainly, “The federal government often worked to dispossess tribes of their land
and, until recently, to assimilate them into white culture” (Daly, 2021, para. 9). This
quote is not followed by a substantive discussion about the impact of assimilation on
Indigenous communities, or acknowledges that, in many ways, assimilation still occurs
today. Haaland, herself, acknowledged her identity as a product of assimilation, and
discussed how the Department of the Interior, which she now leads, once maintained the
very boarding schools that assimilated Indigenous peoples in the U.S. (Haaland, 2021).
She states,
Many Americans may be alarmed to learn that the United States also has a
history of taking Native children from their families in an effort to
eradicate our culture and erase us as a people. It is a history that we must
learn from if our country is to heal from this tragic era. I am a product of
these horrific assimilation policies. My maternal grandparents were stolen
from their families when they were only 8 years old and were forced to
live away from their parents, culture and communities until they were 13.
Many children like them never made it back home (Haaland, 2021, para.
1).
Furthermore, Western news outlets’ discussions of assimilation were often ambiguous.
The author of a NYT article about mining lithium for electric vehicle batteries, includes
that,
At the Fort McDermitt Indian Reservation, anger over the [lithium
mining] project has boiled over, even causing some fights between
members as Lithium Americas has offered to hire tribal members in jobs
that will pay an average annual wage of $62,675 — twice the county’s per
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capita income — but that will come with a big trade-off (Penn, Lipton, &
Angotti-Jones, 2021, para. 30).
This ‘big trade-off’ they are referring to is that many Tribal members fear their drinking
water will be contaminated, and many are concerned about findings that habitat will be
destroyed for a pair of golden eagles, whose feathers are sacred to the Tribe (Penn et al.,
2021). Contrarily, the lithium project will bring high wages to an impoverished peoples,
yielding some support from Tribal members. Constructed poverty in tribal nations, which
inadvertently led to a dependency on the U.S. settler state and corporate interests, is a
colonial and assimilative tactic that has been used by the U.S. since the Indian
Reorganization Act (Churchill, 1986; Churchill & LaDuke, 1986). Churchill and LaDuke
(1986) remark that following intentional, externally imposed reductions of tribal selfsufficiency, “the social and economic disruption inflicted upon many tribes results from
needs peculiar to energy corporations” (p.55). As is demonstrated by this article, these
tactics are still being used today, yet within this article, no such conversation is had.
Timeline
While this research on reporting of climate change, environmental issues, and Indigenous
peoples is not attempting to capture coverage of a particular event, it is important to
reflect on when articles within our search terms surged. A timeline benefits our
understanding of what constitutes newsworthiness in the context of environmental
problems and Indigenous peoples, for both Indigenous and Western news outlets, as well
as national and regional content.
Based on our data (see Figure 4), eight out of the nine articles published within
the January 1, 2020, to April 1, 2020, spike were published by NT, all regarding uranium
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conflicts on the Navajo Nation. The Navajo Nation is home to over 500 abandoned
uranium mines, all of which impose dangerous environmental consequences to the land
and all beings who live proximal to them (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, n.d.).
Many of the NT articles within our sample centered issues related to extraction on Navajo
lands, challenges getting the resources to clean up extractive sites, and the impact of
uranium on Navajo Nation citizens’ health.
Between mid-March of 2020, to July 2020, there is a decline in coverage on the
environment and Indigenous peoples. This is likely due to the increased attention to the
COVID-19 pandemic. According to the U.S. Center for Disease Control and Prevention,
the U.S. began shutting down on March 15, 2020 (Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2022). Anticipatedly, the last article that met our search terms published prior
to the drop in coverage was on March 12th, 2020.
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Figure 4
Total Number of Articles Matching our Search Criteria Across all News Outlets per
Month
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Coverage within our sample began to spike considerably around November of
2020 and remained fairly consistent through the end of our sample in July of 2021. The
spike in coverage around November can be ascribed to the election and subsequent
transfer of power from President Trump to President Biden. Within the United States,
relationships between the settler state and tribal nations change considerably based on
political and economic contexts (Norton-Smith et al., 2016). This can be demonstrated by
President Biden’s selection of Deb Haaland to the U.S. Secretary of the Interior, a
historic selection to an office that has never been held by an Indigenous North American.
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Haaland’s selection to the Interior brought forth a significant amount of coverage within
our search terms.
This compels us to beg the question, how would coverage, therefore our results,
have changed if there were not a transfer of U.S. presidential power during our article
collection? Centering coverage around a presidential election allowed us to explore a
variety of political contexts, such as two different presidents, from two different political
parties, and vastly different legislative agendas. This is exemplified by the selection of
Deb Haaland to the Department of the Interior, which strengthened our article collection
and brought forth intriguing conversations about the relationship between the U.S. settler
state and Indigenous North Americans. It would be interesting for future homogenous
research to explore a general timeframe during a relatively consistent political climate.
In addition to relations with Indigenous peoples and tribal nations, action on
environmental affairs oscillates depending on who serves the Presidential office (Zhen,
2021). The relative consistency in coverage following the November 2020 to January
2021 spike, when the election and transfer of presidential power occurred, can be likened
to President Biden’s centering of climate action within his presidency. This prompted
coverage of the executive orders and policy decisions he has made thus far. Articles
published within the February 2021 to July 2021 timeframe comprised topics such as
extraction, pipelines, natural disasters, and water rights issues.
On Indigenous and Western Environmental Media Frames
Perhaps the most provocative and complex component of this analysis is the application
of both Indigenous and Western environmental media frames to this content analysis. It
became clear early on in our data collection and analysis process that, despite exceptions,
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most articles were not engaging either Indigenous or Western environmental media
frames, but engaging both. This finding challenged us to drop our expectations of mutual
exclusivity, and reflect on how binary thinking can be a source of oppressive hierarchy
and unnecessary polarizations (Topa (Four Arrows), 2021). This realization prompted
consciousness of my positionality to this research, as a non-Native woman researcher.
Not dissimilar to our prior analyses, there are major differences in the ways the
Indigenous and Western news outlets engaged the environmental media frames, and in
the context for doing so. Therefore, to organize this component of the analysis most
understandably, we parse it out by worldview frames, and even further by worldview of
news outlets.
Indigenous Environmental Media Frames
Indigenous News Outlets
Analysis reveals that the Indigenous news outlets engaged Indigenous environmental
media frames across all frames more often than the Western news outlets (see Figure 5).
This is foreseeable as Machiorlatti (referenced in Murphy, 2010) found three themes
recurring in Indigenous media, more pronounced than in the case of Western media:
traditional culture, storytelling and oral traditions, and relationships between people and
their environment. Discussions that insinuated interconnectedness and reciprocity were
prolific, occurring in 83% of the Indigenous articles sampled, with ICT capturing
interconnectedness and reciprocity 93% of the time. Furthermore, the data show that
land-based knowledges was found within 56% of Indigenous articles, and
intergenerational knowledges was found the least amongst Indigenous articles, at 43% of
articles. In comparison to Western media, Indigenous media centered the Indigenous
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environmental media frames throughout the entirety of articles; their perspectives on
environmental problems were interwoven holistically into the articles.
A common theme among Indigenous news outlets were the use of their
environmental worldviews to advocate for Indigenous ways of being and relating to the
land, especially in response to Western environmentalism and settler colonialist violence
to the land, which was consistently a point of controversy in articles. In demonstration of
this, the author of an ICT article about the Enbridge Line 3 crisis discusses,
More than a foodstuff, the wild rice, or manoomin, symbolizes the
essential cultural connection between land, subsistence gathering and the
Ojibwe world view. The act of “making rice” is a tangible expression of
the Ojibwe relationship with the earth, one of sustainability and
commitment to ensuring resources are protected and available for future
generations (Pember, 2021a, para. 24).
This excerpt is indicative to the relationships between peoples and land that may be
destroyed by the Enbridge Line 3 pipeline, a proposed pipeline corridor running through
sensitive wetlands and treaty territory of the Anishinaabe peoples (Pember, 2021a). Such
passages materialize as a call to action, a statement of long-term Indigenous stewardship,
and a recognition of the power of Indigenous environmental relationships in responding
to climate change, extraction, and ecological crises. In another example from an author of
NT, an article about the rematriation of an Indigenous potato crop quotes Cynthia Wilson,
Indigenous traditional foods specialist, who remarks,
Part of climate change is a behavioral change, strengthening our reciprocal
relationship with the land, and this potato relative who nurtures and
sustains our way of life is at the heart of what we are taught as life givers
(Bitsóí, 2021, para. 19).
This quote reflects interconnectedness and reciprocity, as well as what Salmon (2000)
regards “kincentric ecology,” or the idea that all nature, even potato crops, are part of an
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extended ecological family, with humans as just one aspect of the interrelated complexity
of life. The above article also attends to the land-based knowledges frame, which was
often found in articles honoring Indigenous peoples as the original managers and
stewards of the land, since time immemorial. Contrarily, Belfer et al. (2017) found in
their analysis of Western media that Indigenous Traditional Ecological Knowledge was
used in articles to corroborate Western science. We view the centering of Indigenous
land-based knowledges in Indigenous media as a response to that, and the above article
even addressed it, including,

Figure 5
Coding Instances for the Three Indigenous Environmental Media Frames, Across
all News outlets
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As a [Western] researcher, he does not know the communities as well as
Wilson does, and Native communities are often distrustful of outside
scientists. “We do not want to act like we’re discovering something,”
Pavlik said. “We’re sort of helping with the rematriation. And Cynthia has
been essential in making the connection.” (Bitsóí, 2021, para. 23).
This statement addresses the harmful hierarchy of Western science while it advocates for
land-based knowledges, demonstrating a pathway toward coalescing the two. Accounting
for the intergenerational knowledges frame, there were several references to long-term
knowledges, but less so were references to how knowledge is traditionally passed down,
such as through oral histories (Brayboy, 2005; Mazzocchi, 2006). This may be due to
Western science’s delegitimizing of traditional knowledge transfer practices. In a NT
article about the expansion of a ski resort on mountains held sacred to Indigenous tribes,
the author includes a quote,
These (mountain songs) mention our historical ancestral knowledge…The
mountain commandments teach us not to lie. They teach us to foster into a
state of hózhǫ, meaning happiness, love, harmony and compassion (Allen,
2021, para. 31).
Across the spectrum, the Indigenous news outlets centered the Indigenous environmental
media frames holistically, weaving them into their stories; they embodied them in the
first-person throughout most of the articles. Furthermore, they conveyed the Indigenous
environmental media frames with a reverence for culture, which was made apparent by
the Indigenous peoples quoted in articles, or by the authors of the articles themselves.
With regard to Indigenous journalism, Callison (2021) states that, “It is this relational
approach that often sets apart Indigenous journalists as well, where their obligations and
accountability extend to humans and nonhumans, to land, and waters” (p. 58). The above
excerpts stand in demonstration of this.
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Western News Outlets
The data show that Western news outlets engaged Indigenous environmental media
frames less often than Indigenous news outlets did (see Figure 5). This comes to little
surprise, as other studies have found similar results (Machiorlatti (referenced in Murphy,
2010; Walker et al., 2019). Within our sample of Western news articles, 53% captured
interconnectedness and reciprocity, 33% captured land-based knowledges, and 17%
captured intergenerational knowledges. Interestingly, SLT had equal or more coded
instances of every Indigenous environmental media frame than NYT did, which has been
a theme throughout this analysis. Another common theme within the entirety of this
analysis has been that numbers representing coded instances alone do not provide a
detailed picture of how different worldview newspapers present discussions about climate
change, environmental problems, and Indigenous peoples. The qualitative excerpts
provided best attend to the “how” of this research, in which we will detail below.
Although there are exceptions which will be elaborated on later, Western news
outlets’ engagement with the Indigenous environmental media frames were often trivial
compared to Indigenous news outlets, where they were interwoven throughout the
articles. In Western media, they were most commonly found in quotes by Indigenous
peoples themselves, or in a modest context to elucidate the Indigenous perspective of an
issue or problem. For instance, in a NYT article about wolf hunting in Wisconsin, the
author states that,
The state had set a quota of 200 wolves, with 119 for hunters who applied
for permits with the department and 81 set aside to the Ojibwe Tribes
under their treaty rights… But the tribes consider wolves to be sacred and
made a deliberate decision not to hunt them, said Dylan Jennings, a
spokesman for the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission,
which represents the tribes. The tribes saw their allocation as a way to
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conserve a large number of the wolves — not to give hunters more
animals to kill, he said (Cramer, 2021, para. 27).
This article appeals to an Indigenous perspective only to provide a reductive reasoning
for the Tribe relinquishing their wolf allocation for the year. Probing further into the
article, it becomes apparent that the allocation the Ojibwe Tribes decided not to utilize
was taken by non-Native hunters, who ended up killing over 200 wolves, going against
the intentions and wishes of the Tribe (Cramer, 2021).
Another substantive finding reveals that when Western articles did engage
Indigenous worldviews, it was predominantly to leverage the urgency of environmental
issues, sometimes using language such as ‘sacred’, or ‘Mother Earth,’ to advocate for the
ideal to protect the environment, but only insofar as it advocated for said urgency and
protection. Then, articles regressed back to Western environmental worldviews to
contextualize the political or legal aspects of the problem, advancing a Western political
stance and centering settler-colonial narratives. This was particularly prominent in an
article about lithium mining for electric vehicles, wherein the author briefly discusses
loss of animal habitat sacred to the local tribe, as well as documents a heated exchange
between a tribal citizen and federal official,
“Tell me, what water am I going to drink for 300 years?” Deland Hinkey,
a member of the tribe, yelled as a federal official arrived at the reservation
in March to brief tribal leaders on the mining plan. “Anybody, answer my
question. After you contaminate my water, what I am going to drink for
300 years? You are lying!” (Penn et al., 2021, para. 31).
Shortly thereafter, the reader is reminded by a business executive that the lithium project
is “answering President Biden’s call to secure America’s supply chains and tackle the
climate crisis” (p. 36). This highlights a deep convergence between Indigenous and
Western environmentalism. ‘Green technology’ still requires mining for precious metals,
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using inconceivable amounts of water in drought inundated regions, destroying habitat,
and polluting lands and waters, as is all mentioned within the article. It is reminiscent of
the uranium boom on the Navajo Nation, except this time, it is in the name of electric
vehicles, America’s climate change solution. Our sample’s leveraging of the urgency
posed by Indigenous peoples is consistent with Roosvall & Tegelberg's (2013) finding
that Indigenous peoples are framed as intermediaries of urgency in their analysis of
international media on the COP15 meeting, as well as Belfer’s (2017) finding that
Indigenous suffering is used to sell the importance of climate mitigation efforts to the
general public.
It is important to underscore that out of the two Western news outlets, SLT
provided more space for Indigenous perspectives, both in the number of coded instances
of Indigenous worldviews media frames, and in the way they were applied, which was
especially prevalent in some of SLT’s published opinion pieces. To illustrate this, the
author of an opinion piece advocating for renewed protections for Bears Ears National
Monument professes,
Recently, many environmentalists point to Indigenous worldviews as the
answer [to avoiding ecological crises]. It is true that the interconnection
and responsibility to the land seen in Indigenous traditions and social
structures result in the kind of sustainability modern society would do well
to model. But how, with all our entrenched political and economic
structures, do we transform the dominant values in our country? (Sawyer,
2020, para. 10).
This powerful statement from the author not only reflects, but quite literally identifies one
of the Indigenous environmental media frames developed for this research. SLT’s
decision to publish this opinion piece suggests a thoughtfulness for Indigenous
perspectives by the news outlet, which has been seen in other areas throughout this
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analysis. This finding is analogous with Walker et al.'s (2019) finding that Western news
media relayed a general fairness to Indigenous representation, especially in opinion
pieces.
Western Environmental Media Frames
Indigenous News Outlets

Table 6
Positive Western Media Frame Code Instances per Frame and News Outlet
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Indigenous media articles engaged Western environmental media frames less so than
Western media articles did (see Figure 6). An unanticipated finding within our analysis
was that Indigenous media did appeal to Western environmental media frames more-so
than Western media appealed to Indigenous environmental media frames. We find that
property ownership was referred to the most within Indigenous media articles, in 53% of
articles, nature as commodity was found within 40% of articles, and separate from nature
was found the least, in 33% of articles. Interestingly, ICT, NT, and SLT all had the same
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number of coded instances for property ownership. To reiterate from previous sections,
looking at the numbers alone within this analysis does not give us a detailed account for
how articles are capturing these frames, and that context is imperative. Below we will
detail compelling findings regarding Indigenous media’s use of Western environmental
media frames.
We find that Indigenous media primarily engage Western environmental media
frames for two reasons: because the colonialist state and subsequent systems we live
within necessitate this kind of thinking, or to critique Western environmentalism. Let us
elaborate. Property ownership was the Western environmental frame most often found
within Indigenous media. Cheryl Harris's (1993) “Whiteness as Property” reminds us that
although Indigenous North Americans were the first occupants and stewards of this land,
their racial and cultural ‘otherness’ erased the basis for asserting their rights to the land.
Because the land had been left in its natural state, or undeveloped (by Western standards),
it was an appropriate object for settlement and appropriation since Indigenous peoples did
not truly ‘possess’ it (Harris, 1993). These actions became justified by racialized and
gendered perceptions of Indigenous people, marking them as uncivilized and incapable of
owning their knowledge and material wealth (Seawright, 2014). As settlers committed
genocide and land seizure across the Americas, the capitalist-driven construct of borders
and property ownership accompanied it, placing us where we are today.
So, while Indigenous media do appeal to notions of property ownership, it is
based out of necessity, as property ownership is a core reality that shapes Western law
and worldview. Therefore, we struggle to imagine how certain conversations in
Indigenous articles could happen without discussing elements of property ownership. For
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example, many Indigenous media articles were about pipeline conflicts, wherein
Indigenous resistance to the Enbridge Line 3, or the Dakota Access Pipeline, for instance,
was a focal point.

Figure 6
Coding Instances for the Three Western Environmental Media Frames, per News Outlet
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Conversations about the legal parameters of resistance to a pipeline spanning
multiple states, territories, or nations cannot go without a discussion of property rights.
Issues related to property ownership were also quite evident in NT’s consistent reporting
of abandoned uranium mines and faulty clean up processes. For example, in the article
“Uranium Cleanup Report Falls on few Ears,” while discussing the peril of the uranium
cleanup process, the author describes that, “There are 20 mine sites in Eastern Agency,
some on allotment lands and some bordering the Navajo Nation. There is one site on
BLM land and U.S. EPA Region 6 doesn’t have jurisdiction, so it’s not being addressed”
(Becenti, 2020a, para. 9). Unfortunately, while the impact of uranium mining waste does
not abide by borders, land ownership, and jurisdictions, the cleanup process does- which
is continuing a dangerous reality for tribal nations in the four corners region.
Furthermore, the Western environmental media frames captured in Indigenous
media were found primarily in the context of critiquing their viewpoints. Whereas
Western media would acknowledge Indigenous environmental media frames in marginal,
and oftentimes reductive ways to present the Indigenous perspective of an issue,
Indigenous media oftentimes included Western environmental media frames in the
context of critiquing or problematizing them, exemplifying what not to do about
environmental crises. In example of this, and continuing with the theme of property
ownership, Navajo Nation President, Jonathon Nez, denounces the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission’s proposal to transfer mining waste in an NT article, declaring,
The Navajo Nation therefore remains steadfast in its position that all
NECR radioactive mine waste registering above U.S. EPA’s action level
should be removed from the community. Simply transporting it to a
facility less than one mile away from the reservation boundary, while
it technically is removing it from the Navajo Nation, in reality is just
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taking it from one side of the road to the other (Becenti, 2021, para. 26)
[emphasis my own].
This excerpt provides clear example of how the settler colonial system of borders and
boundaries necessitates Indigenous media’s engagement with it, while Indigenous media
authors simultaneously critique its thinking. Illustrating these critiques even further, in an
ICT article about the Enbridge Line 3 pipeline conflict, the author shares about
Enbridge’s corporate strategy to gain Indigenous communities’ support for the pipeline:
creating social media videos performing Indigenous cultural peacemaking proceedings
over the pipeline, using sacred items such as the pipe and tobacco (Pember, 2021b).
While this conversation warrants discussions of all three Western environmental
worldviews media frames, an associate professor quoted in the article asserts, “This
amounts to an extraction of emotion,” and that “They are monetizing even the inner-most
human spheres of life and spirituality, harnessing them for profit” (Pember, 2021b, para.
61).
An element of context to bring concerning Western environmental worldview
frames found in Indigenous media is both the notion of Etuaptmumk Two-Eyed seeing
(Marshall, 2004) and W.E.B Du Bois’ double consciousness (Itzigsohn & Brown, 2020) .
Two-Eyed Seeing is the process of “learning to see from one eye with the strengths of
Indigenous knowledges and ways of knowing, and from the other eye with the strengths
of Western knowledges and ways of knowing” (Marshall, 2004, para. 3). It can be argued
that Two-Eyed Seeing is adopted as a form of resilience for Indigenous peoples, which
can be further contextualized by the element of ‘second sight’ that exists within W.E.B
Du Bois’ ‘double consciousness’ (Itzigsohn & Brown, 2020). On second sight,
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For Du Bois, second sight emerges in Black people’s consciousness as the
awareness of their invisibility, and the world beyond the veil gradually
becomes apparent to Black subjects. What is important is not only the
abject condition of invisibility but also the “gift” of awareness that is
granted through this second sight (Itzigsohn & Brown, 2020, p. 42).
While Du Bois was specifically referencing the experiences of Black Americans, whose
racialized history and experience is different than that of Indigenous peoples (see Harris,
1993), it can be helpful to think of this ‘invisibility’ as similar to Indigenous erasure, and
to understand how multiple awareness’s of Identity are preferential when living in a
white, Westernized world.
Western News Outlets
The data show that Western media engaged Western environmental media frames more
often than Indigenous media did (see Figure 6). Within our sample of Western media,
67% of articles captured the nature as commodity frame, 63% of articles captured the
property ownership frame, and 57% of articles captured the separate from nature frame.
Generally, in comparison to Indigenous media, who primarily sought to critique Western
environmental worldviews, Western media embodied their environmental media frames
in the first-person and often analyzed avenues for solving the environmental problems athand by working within the structure of them. For instance, in a NYT article, the author
highlights declining salmon populations and the economic impact of a decreasing salmon
run, declaring,
Last year, thousands of steelhead trout were expected to run in a main
tributary of the Snake River but there were barely 300 of them, she said. In
Idaho, where communities rely on the sport fishing season, the loss of
tourists when fish don’t arrive can be devastating. “I mean, the hotels were
empty, everything was empty because there were no fish to catch,” she
said. “It’s not just a biological crisis we’re having out here. It’s economic”
(Fazio, 2021, para. 21).
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While this article was also riddled with elements of the interconnectedness and
reciprocity frame, the call to action for saving fish populations was economic. In Western
culture, this may be seen as productive, as many people believe that ecological health can
be secured through capitalism by using commodity culture to further environmental goals
(Prothero & Fitchett, 2000). This stands in contrast to Pacific Northwestern Indigenous
communities who regard salmon as kin (Kimmerer, 2013), and see an inherent value of
maintaining healthy salmon populations, as opposed to focusing on the benefit that they
bring to humans. Other articles that captured nature as commodity discussed the
privatization of Western water resources to incentivize water conservation, notably by
financial moguls on the East Coast, noting that the U.S. water business is “the biggest
emerging market on earth” and “a trillion-dollar market opportunity” (Howe, 2021, para.
24).
In connection to property ownership, the same could be said for Western media,
that the system of borders and land ownership we operate within necessitate taking part in
conversation with. However, critiques of property ownership were minimal, and the
ownership of resources was oft used an opportunistic avenue to conserve and allocate
them. In an article from SLT, the author fleshes out a conflict between the seven states, as
well as some tribal nations and parts of Mexico, that are allocated shares of the Colorado
River, an ever more important and diminishing resource (Maffly, 2021). The article
covers the century old, artificially agreed-upon water rights contracts off the Colorado
River, and more specifically, how the state of Utah is attempting to gain more water
ownership at the expense of the Ute Tribe, using legal parameters regarding the
ownership of water to do so (Maffly, 2021).
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Importantly, there were some notable critiques of Western worldviews by
Western media. In an opinion piece by NYT entitled “The Wildfires Show That Stopping
Climate Change Is No Longer Enough” the author states that,
Americans have been conditioned not to respond to climate threats as
people in the rest of the world do, possessed of a boundless faith in the
capacity of money and technology to domesticate nature. But across the
country, he says, not just in the West, the gap between what the climate
can destroy and what money can replace is growing (Bokat-Lindell, 2020,
para. 20).
This statement highlights the separate from nature frame, seemingly calling out the
Western ideal that humans are an advanced ‘other’ that can use technology and capital to
buy our way out of ecological crises.

Conclusion
The reporting of climate change, environmental issues, and Indigenous peoples in the
news media has the power to shape public perceptions and is subject to who is framing
the story. While Indigenous news media has challenged Western stereotypes, and is
growing in robust reporting (Chapman, 2022; Murphy, 2010), literature has demonstrated
how Western media often perpetuate underrepresentation and misrepresentation of
Indigenous environmental issues (Belfer et al., 2017; Roosvall & Tegelberg, 2012, 2013).
Analyzing 60 articles across two Indigenous and two Western news media outlets, this
study examines how discussions on climate change, environmental issues, and
Indigenous peoples in the news media differ between Indigenous and Western news
publications. To pursue this, we develop and use a novel set of deductive Indigenous and
Western media frames. Our findings exemplify how settler colonial power dynamics
pervade the news media, as well as Indigenous media’s resistance to this through critical
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reporting, accurate Indigenous representations, and discussions about ongoing effects of
settler colonialism.
Our results demonstrate that Indigenous news media, perhaps unsurprisingly, had
the most overall representation of our news media frames developed from TribalCrit.
However, there were also many reasonable incorporations of Indigenous realities as
identified by our TribalCrit frames found in Western news media. The regional Western
news media outlet, SLT, had the same number of references to colonialism as the regional
Indigenous news media outlet, NT. It is paramount to emphasize that there were,
however, important differences in the ways Indigenous and Western media embodied our
frames. The Indigenous news media outlets made more overall explicit and implicit
references to both colonialization and assimilation, and often foregrounded how
Indigenous peoples are impacted by both colonization and assimilation. Western news
outlets’ references to colonization and assimilation predominantly lacked the critical
context and conversation that Indigenous media brought forth. We view Indigenous
media’s holistic representation of our TribalCrit frames as suggestive of solidarity and
empathy with the Indigenous media audience (Grote & Johnson, 2021).
Concerning the representation frames, liminal space, legal/political space, and
racialized space, Indigenous news outlets most often referred to Indigenous peoples and
groups in the legal/political space, accounting for their sovereign status as citizens of
tribal nations with political standing, which we perceive as a resistance to how
Indigenous peoples are often framed as racialized beings in society (Brayboy, 2005).
Alternately, Western news outlets predominantly represented Indigenous peoples in the
liminal space, accounting for both their racialized identity, as well as their political status,
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within articles. This typically looked like referring to an Indigenous person’s identity as
Native American, opposed to acknowledging their tribal affiliation or citizenship, then
discussing a conflict with a tribal nation, recognizing tribal nations’ sovereign status.
Western news outlets also used more racialized language than Indigenous media when
representing Indigenous peoples.
Concerning the environmental media frames, our analysis revealed that
Indigenous outlets’ engagement with the Indigenous environmental media frames was
interwoven holistically throughout articles, as was Western news outlets’ engagement
with the Western environmental media frames. Indigenous articles often responded to
environmental crises, notably perpetuated by settler colonial operations such as pipelines,
using Indigenous worldviews such as interconnectedness and reciprocity with the Earth.
Contrarily, Western articles engaged the commodification of nature, for example, as a
means to conserve and protect the environment in the face of ecological challenges.
A compelling finding within our analysis is that most all Indigenous and Western
news articles did not engage either the Indigenous or Western environmental media
frames, but both. Nevertheless, the circumstances in which they did so differed.
Indigenous media oftentimes applied Western environmental media frames in the context
of problematizing them, showcasing the inevitability of social-ecological plights under a
system of capitalism, borders and land ownership, and superiority to non-human beings.
Western news media, alternately, applied Indigenous environmental media frames to
generate a sense of urgency for environmental problems, or to exhibit the Indigenous
perspective of an environmental problem, then relapsed back to Western environmental
worldviews to afford solutions to the issue at hand. Within our analysis, we did see a
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thoughtfulness granted to Indigenous perspectives by the Western regional news outlet,
SLT, which was primarily presented via opinion pieces. The concentration of Indigenous
peoples and tribal nations in the four corners region lends to our finding that SLT
afforded a general fairness in reporting of Indigenous issues and perspectives compared
to NYT.
Given the sum of these findings, our results show Indigenous worldviews are
most comprehensively covered in reporting on Indigenous environmental issues by
Indigenous news media. Our findings add substantially to a growing, yet rich, literature
that demonstrates how Indigenous media best combat under-and-misrepresentation of
Indigenous issues. In light of this, we would like to underscore the statement that fair
Indigenous reporting occurs when Indigenous peoples are the authors of news stories
themselves (Walker et al., 2019). However, we do wish to note that some authors of
Western news articles’ engagement with the Indigenous media frames suggests a subtle
transformation of Indigenous representation in Western media, especially at the regional
scale. The slight developments we found in Western media’s increasing thoughtfulness
on Indigenous issues may help build trust between Indigenous and settler communities
given the turbulent history of being ignored and misrepresented (Chapman, 2022). It is
also critical to reiterate that numbers alone would not do this research its full justice, and
that there are limitations to solely quantifying the results of our analysis. The differences
in reporting can best be seen attending to the qualitative excerpts themselves; how
colonization, assimilation, or interconnectedness and reciprocity, for instance, are being
discussed in stories.
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Future research on Indigenous peoples in the news media should embrace the
deductive Indigenous and Western media frames coding frameworks that I created for
this analysis. The idea to create these frames, which are primarily built upon the rigorous
works of Indigenous scholars, was seeded in our understanding of their current
nonexistence. As a non-Native scholar, I was posed with the question of how I could
ethically do this analysis using an Indigenous lens while myself not having one. Utilizing
these deductive frames allowed us to draw upon and identify the general values of
Indigenous worldviews within articles. We hope that the creation of an Indigenous
coding framework compels more non-Native scholars to ‘reverse the gaze’ and engage in
decolonial research. We also hope that future non-Native journalists be more conscious
of their positionality and worldview, and how it affects their reporting. Forthcoming
research should incorporate more Indigenous media into their content analyses research,
opposed to solely analyzing Western discourse on Indigenous topics.
On limitations, although coding without a coding software may allow us to get
closer to the data, coding software comes with organizational and quantitative advantages
that could have been beneficial to this analysis. Additionally, there is a high level of
interpretation associated with the Indigenous media frames that may be challenging to
non-Native researchers. We recommend that future researchers applying the Indigenous
worldviews coding framework adequately educate themselves on Indigenous cultural
competency, seek out resources on Indigenous knowledges and worldviews, and read the
discourses of Indigenous scholars.
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